Canada’s
No. 1 selling
scar &
stretch mark
product.
Nielsen, 2012
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Bio-Oil® is a specialist skincare product formulated to help improve the appearance of scars, stretch marks and uneven skin tone. Its unique formulation, which contains the breakthrough
ingredient PurCellin Oil™, is also highly effective for aging and dehydrated skin. For comprehensive product information and results of clinical trials, please visit bio-oil.com.
Bio-Oil is available at drugstores and selected retailers. Individual results will vary.
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> GO ONLINE: Our
Blueberry Cornmeal
Cobbler recipe is on p. 80,
but to make it in a ramekin,
go to canadianliving.com/
blueberrycobbler.
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My cousins, sister
and I always dance
to it at the cottage.”
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THINK
RECYCLING!

“

ONE OUT OF TWO
PEOPLE SUFFERS FROM

GINGIVITIS

AND DOESN’T EVEN KNOW IT.

— Dr. Travis Stork, MD

”

HELPS PREVENT AND REDUCE GINGIVITIS
You’re probably wondering why a medical doctor like me
is talking about gum issues. I know that the health of your
body can play an important role in the health of your mouth.
Help prevent gingivitis from happening in the ﬁrst place.
Go Pro with Crest Pro-Health.

Crest Pro-Health Multi-Protection Rinse ﬁghts gingivitis. Always read and follow the label. Crest Pro-Health toothpaste ﬁghts cavities, plaque, tartar, gingivitis and tooth sensitivity.

© Procter & Gamble Inc., 2014 ORAL-16043

Available at

FROM THE EDITOR

great food. I savour every minute my busy family shares, and
I recognize that my 10-year-old may not be so eager to tag along
with his parents as he gets older. With every adventure, we
come home with an iPhone full of photos, journals packed with
notes, and a feeling that our family of three has grown even
closer and developed a new appreciation for each other.
This result is not unusual, Gary Direnfeld a social worker in
Dundas, ON, tells me. “It’s an opportunity to see things in a new
light and to build family history.” But you don’t have to fly across
the country to do this, says Direnfeld. “Families can create shared
experiences, like a bike ride or picnic, to reconnect and to nurture
family bonds, whether there is conflict or not. They keep it alive
by revisiting these memories and reliving old stories.”
Your friends at Canadian Living want to help you make this
summer one to remember, so we’ve filled this issue with everything you need to make that possible:
gorgeous summer styles, fresh fitness
ideas, unbelievable Canadian escapes,
DIY home projects and luscious recipes. Consider this your passport to the
summer we waited so long for. When
you try an idea or recipe from the
magazine, send us a picture—you’ll
get a summer passport stamp and be entered to win an incredible
prize that will make your summer even better! Participate in
one of these challenges and you’ll be eligible to win our grand
prize: the perfect winter escape for four to Quebec City for Carnival, including a two-night stay at Fairmont Le Château Frontenac and one night at Hôtel de Glace—a value of over $10,000!

WHAT DOES YOUR perfect summer look like? Is it capturing memories on a family road trip to the coast? Or is it taking
off with nothing but a bike and a backpack to traverse some of
Canada’s picturesque trails? Or maybe it’s grilling mouthwatering food to share with family and friends in your backyard?
For me, it’s entertaining on my patio, throwing a baseball
around with my son and visiting a new destination that my
family and I can explore together—this year it’s Calgary, Lake
Louise and Banff for hiking, climbing and, as always, eating
R
PAS S P O
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Jennifer Reynolds,
editor-in-chief
jen@canadianliving.com | @JNReynolds

Find these passport opportunities throughout the magazine.
For your chance to win, complete a challenge and share your photo
with us on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #CLsummer, or
enter online. Find all of the details and how you can win one of
25 bonus prizes at canadianliving.com/CLsummer.

summer

GRAND PRIZE

Style

Health

Living

Home

Food

Travel

Try one of our
beautiful summer
updos and snap a
selﬁe. You’ll have
a chance to win
a year’s supply of
Kérastase hair-care
and styling products
valued at $1,000.
Find your passport
on page 15.

Get outside and
try one of the seven
exercises you’ll ﬁnd
starting on page
28. Show us your
outdoor ﬁtness
moves for a chance
to win the $700
women’s Opus urban
bike featured on
page 27.

Share a photo
of your favourite
summer moment
with us (it could be
your family, your
garden or your dog—
anything goes) for
your chance to win a
Sony a5000 camera
prize pack—a $900
value. See page 47.

Score our top
photo displaying tips,
then assemble your
favourite memories
into an art wall for
your chance to win
a $500 Ikea gift
card and a summer’s
supply of Farrow
& Ball paints.
See page 65.

Make any (or all)
of the delicious
summer recipes in
this issue and share
a snapshot of your
meal with us. You’ll
have a chance to win
a Weber Genesis
E-330 barbecue
worth $1,150!
See page 89.

When you participate
in our passport
challenges through
Twitter, Instagram or
canadianliving.com,
you’re eligible to
enter to win the grand
prize. Find more
details and why we
love Quebec City so
much on page 58.

Check out the hashtag #CLsummer to see the cool snaps being entered every day.
8
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This Is Your
Passport
To Summer!

For radiant skin in record time.
NEUTROGENA® Rapid Tone Repair†
Visibly radiant skin in just ONE WEEK.
Clinically proven to brighten and even skin
tone while fading the look of dark spots. And
with our fastest retinol formula with vitamin C,
it starts working immediately. So you’re just a
week away from younger-looking skin.
From the #1 Dermatologist
Recommended Brand*.

neutrogena.ca

© Johnson & Johnson Inc. 2014
† NEUTROGENA® brand’s ﬁrst product marketed for improvement of
skin tone and dark spots in a week.

* Adult skincare brand in North America, excl. Mexico.
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Here’s What You Said…

ILLUSTRATION, ALICE POTTER/ILLOZOO

SWEET TART
My husband recently made your Summer
Orchard Tart (“Chill and Grill,” July
2014) and it was not only delicious, it
looked exactly like the photo! I really
wanted to share his version with you so
you can tell Canadian Living readers that
the recipes you put out there are possible
for anyone. — Claudia Romero
APPRECIATION FROM
AMSTERDAM
I enjoyed reading the article on proudest Canadian
moments (“True Patriot
Love,” July 2014).
Mine came in
Amsterdam last
year shortly
after I arrived,
during a conversation
with my tour agent about
what to see. The instant
she found out I was Canadian, she
stopped and said, “On behalf of my
mother, I have to say thank you.
My mother was a young girl during the
war, and she was so hungry that she
and others were eating tulip bulbs. The
Canadian soldiers came and handed
out chocolate to all the children.” I was
very proud to respond, “My father was
one of the soldiers who handed out
chocolate.” It still brings tears to my
eyes when I think about that moment.
— Gayle Fenner

NATURE OF THE EAST
I loved “The Clash of the Coasts” article
in your July issue. I can happily say that,
hands down, the East Coast is where it’s
at! There’s so much to do (fishing, hiking, camping, and iceberg and whale
watching) and the people are truly
amazing. Plus, there are so many summer events: the Salmon Festival and the
George Street Festival in Newfoundland and the Mussel Run, to name a few.
I’ve lived here for almost 12 years now
and I won’t call any other place home.
— Kat Drover
LENTIL LOVE
I’m a big fan of your recipes. Thank you
for the Smoky Lentil Patties (“Quick
& Easy”) in the June 2014 issue. They
are absolutely divine! I try to eat a few
veg meals every week, so they are perfect for me. I grabbed fresh mint from
my garden and used Greek yogurt in
the sauce—I couldn’t stop eating them!
— Diane
Bortolotto

We want to hear from you on Facebook, Twitter and our blogs. You can also
email us at letters@canadianliving.com. (Be sure to include your contact
info.) You could win a Canadian Living cookbook just for sharing. And we still love snail mail, so send
your letters to 25 Sheppard Ave. W., Suite 100, Toronto, ON, M2N 6S7.

Talk to Us
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STYLE

MAKEUP, JODI URICHUK/MAKE UP FOR EVER/PLUTINO GROUP. MANICURE, MELISSA FORREST/ SALLY HANSEN/P1M.CA.
(FROM TOP): SHUNBUKIN WATCH, $55; GLOW LOOM WATCH, $135; PINK FUZZ WATCH, $65; SWATCH.COM

EASY SUMMER HAIR | GET PEDI READY | BEAUTY ON THE GO | CROP TOPS

Colour By
Numbers

Leave muted neutrals for fall
and dazzling dials for the holidays.
This summer is looking bright—rainbow
bright. Wrist-popping, sporty watches
in durable (and affordable) plastics are
making a big splash. There’s no fun in
being a one-watch kind of woman, so
go on and have a summer ﬂing with
an electric timepiece. You’ll be
fashionably on time all season long.
BY JULIA MCEWEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CARLYLE ROUTH
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HAIRDOS

KEEP YOUR COOL WITH TWO
NO-HEAT UPDOS FROM
KÉRASTASE CANADA’S CREATIVE
DIRECTOR, STACEY STALEY.

HIGH
RISE
HAIR
BY JULIA MCEWEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CARLYLE ROUTH

Finesse a Fishtail Topknot
WITH HUMIDITY REACHING CRITICAL MASS, IT’S TIME TO TRY SWEEPING YOUR HAIR INTO
AN ELEVATED VERSION OF THE BALLERINA BUN: THE FISHTAIL TOPKNOT. THIS GUTSY STYLE
IS FAST AND EASY TO ACHIEVE. BONUS: YOU CAN FORGO SHAMPOO AND HEAT TOOLS.

1

Thick-haired gals should start with hair that hasn’t been
washed in two or three days. For ﬁne tresses in need
of volume, try a dry shampoo or texturizing spray.

2

2
3

Halve the ponytail vertically. Take a piece of hair no thicker
than your pinky ﬁnger from the outside of the left section
and bring it to the inside of the right section. Next, take an
equally small portion of hair from the outside of the right section
and bring it to the inside of the left section. Repeat the process,
alternating between left and right, until you reach the ends of
your hair, then secure with a clear elastic.

4

Using a hair paste, Staley recommends stretching and
rubbing the ﬁshtail between your ﬁngers for a relaxed,
beachy texture. Wrap the braid around the base of your
ponytail and lock the twist into place with a few bobby pins.

3

Pantene Pro-V
Original Fresh
Dry Shampoo,
$8, pantene.ca.

PA

PRO TIP: Keep your ﬁshtail looking professionally styled by
practicing patience. “Hold the hair with lots of tension and
don’t cheat,” says Staley. “If your sections are too big, you’ll
lose the ﬁshtail effect—it will end up looking like a standard
three-prong braid.”

SS
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MAKEUP, JODI URICHUK/MAKE UP FOR EVER/PLUTINO GROUP. MANICURE, MELISSA FORREST/SALLY HANSEN/P1M.CA. SWIMSUIT, $108, TOMMY.COM. EAR CUFF, THOMASSABO.COM.
EARRINGS, HM.COM/CA. BRACELETS, FABACCESSORIES.COM. PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY, KEVIN WONG. STEP-BY-STEP PHOTOGRAPHY, DAISAKU ARTURO GAMERO

Start with a high ponytail. “I recommend you take your hair
into two sections,” says Staley. Gather the top half of your
hair and secure with an elastic. Next, brush the remaining half
upward until it meets the top ponytail, tying the two sections
together with one elastic. “It helps make the ponytail smoother
and bump-free.”

#C Ls um m er

Marc Anthony Oil of
Morocco Argan Oil
Volume Shine Hairspray,
$11, marcanthony.com.

STYLE

Share and WIN!
Try one of these updos
and send us a photo
at canadianliving.com/
CLsummer, or on Twitter
or Instagram using the
hashtag #CLsummer,
to enter for your chance
to win a year’s supply of
professionally prescribed
Kérastase hair-care
and styling products
valued at $1,000.

4

Kérastase Couture
Styling Short Mania,
$38, kerastase.ca.
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POWER COUPLES
For the ultimate summer
beauty statement, balance
your new twisted do with
a swipe of opaque matte
lipstick in a fruity hue.
Pro tip: Before you apply,
prep lips with a pea-size
amount of lip balm or primer
to reduce dryness and help
the pigment lay down more
evenly and longer.

Try a Twisted Updo
EASY SUMMER HAIR DOESN’T END WITH TOPKNOTS AND BEACHY WAVES. WHEN TEMPS
ARE ON THE RISE, NOTHING BEATS A BLOW DRY–FREE, FRIZZ-TAMING UPDO.
THIS SIMPLE TWISTED STYLE IS PERFECT FOR A FORMAL AFFAIR LIKE A WEDDING,
AND IS ALSO ENTIRELY FITTING (AND CHIC) FOR WORK.

1

If your hair is thick and wavy, enhance natural texture with a
salt spray; if it’s ﬁne, try a texturizer. In extreme cases of babyﬁne hair, you might need to call in the big guns: a curling iron.

2

2

Starting with a deep side part in the front, create a second
section a few inches from the part and collect hair from one
ear to the other, back-combing for texture. Gently smooth it out
using a brush, making sure to leave volume at the crown.

3

Combine the back-combed section with the remaining hair
along the base of the head, and divide into left and right
sections. “Twist both portions of hair inward, then knot them
together,” says Staley. Secure the twisted knot with bobby pins.

4

Twist the loose hair from both sides of your part and secure
the ends with clear elastics. “Twist each section outward for
a tighter, polished look,” says Staley. For a loosely deﬁned style,
she suggests twisting hair inward. Tuck both sections into the
messy knot and secure with bobby pins.

AQ/AQ DRESS, $145, HOLTRENFREW.COM. EARRING WITH CUFF, THOMASSABO.COM. SHUNBUKIN AND GLOW LOOM WATCHES, SWATCH.COM

3
OGX Quenched Sea
Mineral Moisture
Shimmering Moisture
Replenisher, $10,
ogxhair.com.

Kérastase
Couture Styling
Powder Bluff, $38,
kerastase.ca.

4

HOW-TO
VIDEO

Watch easy how-to
videos for these hairstyles
at canadianliving.com/
summerupdos.

Goody Ouchless
Mini Elastics in Clear,
$7, goody.com.

Shot on location at Cube Nightclub, cubetoronto.com.
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FOOT CARE

“Your toenails should be
ﬂush with the end of the
toe, which will elongate
the nail bed.”

Melissa Forrest,
Sally Hansen nail expert

OUR PANEL OF TOP CANADIAN NAIL ARTISTS GIVES
YOU SOLUTIONS TO ALL YOUR PEDI WOES. SAY HELLO
TO PRETTY, POLISHED, SALON-PERFECT FEET—NO
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY. BY ANDREA KARR

PROBLEM #1 Ingrown nails
SOLUTION: Instead of trimming your
toenails in a rounded shape, cut them
straight across using a straight-edged
nail clipper. If a too-short nail starts to
push into the skin, take
action. “Relieve the pressure by rolling up a small
piece of cotton and lightly
pressing it underneath the
nail,” says Leeanne Colley.
“Bold hues work on
everyone—different
shades of teal, orchid,
salmon and coral.”

Leeanne Colley,
Revlon nail expert

PROBLEM #2 Nail loss
SOLUTION: If you’re athletic and your
toenails take a beating, make sure to keep
them short. “There should be no nail
hanging over the toe,” says Melissa Forrest. “That’s such a pet peeve of mine.”
Not only are long nails unsightly and
more prone to breakage, they also harbour bacteria, making them susceptible
to infection.
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PROBLEM #3 Brittleness
SOLUTION: “Brittle nails are dry nails,”
says Colley. For a quick fix, apply lotion
and cuticle oil every night before bed.
The hours spent curled up between the
sheets will give moisture plenty
of time to soak in. Choose a base
coat with vitamin E, and keep
your nails filed—brittle nails
break easily when they snag.
PROBLEM #4 Dry feet
SOLUTION: To prevent dryness,
use a foot file once or twice a week.
“It takes a lot of elbow grease,” says
Forrest. Next, exfoliate in the shower
with a sugar scrub or exfoliating
brush to remove dead skin cells. And,
as soon as you step out of the shower,
apply shea butter lotion and throw on
socks or slippers.
“Exfoliate once a week.
It takes off dead skin
and allows moisture to
absorb better.”
Rita Remark, Essie
lead nail artist

PROBLEM #6 Choosing the right
nail colour
SOLUTION: Colley says bold shades like
cobalt blue, teal, orchid, salmon and coral
flatter everyone. Avoid sheer polish on
the toes because it may not look healthy,
suggests Remark. For yellow-toned skin,
choose blue or magenta polish; for pale
skin, pastels and neons; and for darker
skin, medium tones like raspberry.
PROBLEM #7 Tan lines
SOLUTION: Wear sunscreen! “Do you
know how many times I’ve done pedicures
and the client had geometric designs on
her feet from gladiator sandals?” says
Remark. Every time you apply sunscreen
to your body, don’t forget to slather your
feet—you’ll avoid a stripey tan.
PROBLEM #8 Smelly feet
SOLUTION: Forrest recommends using
a foot deodorizer or talcum powder to
absorb moisture. She also suggests avoiding foot lotion in the morning, as it will
only cause your feet
to sweat. “If you want
your feet to look moisturized before putting
on your open-toed
shoes, use cuticle oil,”
she says. Shoe inserts
are another option.
“Tana makes Barefoot
Insoles,” says Remark.
“They’re machine-washable, antibacterial
and breathable.”
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Club Ped

PROBLEM #5 Stubby toes or
wide feet
SOLUTION: Apply muted polish hues to
prettify without drawing attention. Pinkish mauves and light lilacs are flattering.
If you prefer a nude, make sure it’s not
an exact match to your skin. “Matching
polish to skin tone is contemporary for
hands,” says Rita Remark, “but on feet it
looks like you have no toenails.” Instead,
apply a polish that’s two shades lighter.

PRETTY
POLISHES
Vibrant shades
look good on any
skin tone—from
ebony to ivory
and everywhere
in between.

Bourjois Paris So
Laque Glossy in 10,
$10, bourjois.ca.

Maybelline
New York Color
Show Nail Lacquer
in Pretty in
Peach, $4.50,
maybelline.ca.

CND Vinylux
Weekly Polish
in Lush Tropics,
$12, cnd.com.

OPI Nail Lacquer in
You’re Such a BudaPest,
$11.50, opi.com.

Tootsie Toolbox

Essie Nail
Polish in Too
Taboo, $10,
essie.ca.

PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD WITH OUR
FAVE NEW PRODUCTS FOR SOFT, POLISHED FEET.

CALLUS CRUSHER
This peelable foot ﬁle includes
three coarse layers and three
ﬁne layers. When one layer wears
down, peel it off and start fresh.
Revlon File ’ N Peel 6-in-1 Foot
File, $9, revlon.ca.

FOOT RESURFACER
This kit—which includes a
smoothing disk, exfoliating brush
head, cleansing scrub, hydrating
balm and foot peel—is ideal for
maintaining super-soft feet.
Clarisonic Pedi Sonic Foot
Transformation, $230, sephora.ca.

FRESH SCRUB
This gentle scrub
smells sweet and is
perfect for exfoliating
feet in the shower
before applying lotion.
Soap & Glory The Scrub
Of Your Life, $16,
shoppersdrugmart.ca.

HYDRA-SORBETS
These moisturizers feel
just like sorbet and melt
into the skin. They smell
heavenly, too!
The Body Shop Satsuma
Body Sorbet and Pink
Grapefruit Body Sorbet,
$15 each, thebodyshop.ca.

CUTICLE SMOOTHER
Sally Hansen’s new cuticle
oil contains jasmine and
rose extracts with vitamin E
to smooth cuticles, reduce
nail breakage and give toes
a hydrated appearance.
Sally Hansen Cuticle Rehab,
$9, ca.sallyhansen.com.

BATH BEAUTIFIERS
Pop these babies into
the bath for a soothing
soak. Both soften
and calm skin, and
Avobath makes the
water shimmer.
Lush Avobath and
Honey Bee Bath Bombs,
$6.50 each, lush.ca.

NAIL-CARE NECESSITIES
This pretty nail-care set contains a nail
ﬁle, clippers, scissors and a cuticle pusher
so you can groom your ﬁngers and toes
everywhere from the cabin to the hotel.
Avon Pretty Paradise Manicure Set, $8, avon.ca.

> GO ONLINE: Coordinate your pedicure
with these manicure-worthy polishes at
canadianliving.com/pediready.

MY FASHION RISK

Test Pattern

MINIMALIST EMILY MACCULLOCH
EMBRACES THE MIXED-PRINT
TREND WITH FASHIONABLE RESULTS.
BY ANDREA KARR
Top, $85,
bananarepublic.ca.

E
On Emily: Jacket, $90,
gapcanada.ca. Top, $74,
bananarepublic.ca. Skirt,
$325, millyny.com. Earrings,
rebekahprice.com. Ring, stella
dot.com. Bag, mackage.com.
Shoes, ninewest.ca.
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Dress, $100,
marshallscanada.ca.

mily MacCulloch’s personal style is a unique juxtaposition of daring and minimal. The beauty look of
this Halifax-born makeup artist is governed by a love
of hair colour (“I dyed my hair purple in Grade 6 and didn’t look
back”), while her wardrobe consists of a steady rotation of basic
go-tos: heeled ankle boots, skinny jeans and loose-fitting tops. “I
tend to stick to the same silhouettes,” she says. “I don’t wear a lot
of jewellery. I don’t wear shiny fabrics. I wear a lot of black.” So
how did this minimalist with a bold streak take to an embellished,
striped top and a floral miniskirt? “Floral usually makes me think
of old curtains, but I love this skirt because it’s not super-girly—it’s
more graphic.” As for mixing patterns, it’s not something she would
have tried herself, but the gamble paid off. If you’re looking to dive
into the pattern-mixing trend, pick prints from the same colour
family, like a blue floral trouser and a blue-and-white polka-dot
tank. Alternately, you can mix black-and-white patterns, or pair
an achromatic print with a colourful design. Follow these simple
rules, and you’ll always look as good as Emily and her style icon,
Diane Kruger, someone who “takes risks and looks fabulous.”
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Skirt, $70,
hm.com/ca.

www.GilletteVenus.ca

THE PERFECT MATCH FOR
SENSITIVE SKIN

®

®

TOUCH OF ALOE**

REVEAL THE GODDESS IN YOU.

LESS IRRITATION*
*vs. Venus Original 3-blade Razor.
**for glide.

TRAVEL PICKS

Sephora Rose
Quartz Dual Boar
Travel Brush, $19,
sephora.ca.
Eos Hand Lotions in
Cucumber and Berry
Blossom, $5 each,
evolutionofsmooth.ca.
Tourmaline Softair T3
Featherweight 2 Journey,
$240, sephora.ca.

La Roche-Posay
Toleriane Eye
Makeup Remover,
30 doses, $22.50,
en.laroche-posay.ca.

Elizabeth and James
Nirvana Black Rollerball, $26, sephora.ca.

Stylize 3-Piece Silicone
Bottle Set, $15,
shoppersdrugmart.ca.

Jurlique Rosewater
Balancing Mist,
$42, sephora.ca.

Formula X Press Pods,
24 for $47, sephora.ca.

Double Down
Brush Set, $58,
sephora.ca.

Herbal Essences
Naked Dry Shampoo, $5,
shoppersdrugmart.ca.

Beauty On The Fly
GET SET FOR YOUR HOLIDAYS AND REDUCE YOUR BEAUTY BULK
WITH THESE PINT-SIZE TRAVEL-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS.
Now that it’s summer, we’re dreaming of soaking up some sun on Salt Spring Island and sipping Pinot Grigio at
a Niagara-on-the-Lake vineyard. No matter where your vacation takes you, air travel necessitates savvy packing.
Baggage fees and stricter-than-ever airport security mean packing light, but that doesn’t have to throw you off
your grooming game. Thankfully, beauty companies have downsized top sellers and invented can’t-live-withoutthem beauty aids that pack a small but powerful punch. Here are our faves. — Julia McEwen
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Gillette Venus
Snap With
Embrace Razor,
$16, gillette
venus.ca.

Aveeno Protect +
Hydrate Sunscreen
Lotion SPF 60, $15,
aveeno.ca.

©2014 P&
©
©201
&G

“IWILLNOT
LETAGE
CHANGEME﹒
IWILLCHANGE
THEWAYIAGE﹒”

The Olay Regenerist
Collection with advanced
Skin Energizing Complex revs
up surface cell renewal to
reveal younger-looking skin.
Now that’s a beautiful change!

Your best beautiful begins at Olay.ca

Cream Of
The Crop
DOES THE THOUGHT
OF BARING YOUR
TUMMY IN A CROP
TOP MAKE YOU FEEL
FAINT? WITH THE RIGHT
STYLING, IT’S A TOTAL
CINCH TO WEAR.

TRY THE TREND

3.1 Phillip Lim top,
$515, holtrenfrew.com.

Pair a ﬁtted
tank or
T-shirt with
a full skirt.
Top, $17,
winners.ca.

BY ANDREA KARR

c beauty
In 1957, classi
exposed
rn
Audrey Hepbu a boxy
in
in
sk
minimal
crop top.

A cropped sweater looks
polished over a crisp white shirt.
Sweater, $19, canada.forever21.com.

F

rom pastel boatnecks with full midi skirts at Alice + Olivia to boxy
tees with shorts at Tommy Hilfiger, the crop top is impossible to
ignore this season. At first glance, the trend seems geared toward
models and athletes with six-pack abs. But wearing a crop top no longer means
baring six inches (or more) of tummy à la Britney Spears circa 1999. Instead, channel Audrey Hepburn’s sweetness and charm. In the heyday of her career, the actor
and style icon paired square crop tops with high-waisted shorts or capri pants. If
she exposed any skin at all, it was a mere inch above the narrowest part of her waist.
Crop tops work perfectly with high-waisted trousers, skirts and shorts—there’s
no excess fabric to cause bulges, thus giving the appearance of a small waist. Does
the thought of a cropped tee still make you anxious? Layer yours over a long, fitted
tank or dress and you’re good to go.
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Vero Moda top, $45,
mformendocino.ca.
On model: Tiger of Sweden crop top,
$99, tntfashion.ca. Skirt, $325, millyny.com.
Bracelet, stelladot.com. Enzo Angiolini
pumps, ninewest.ca.
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THE COMEBACK

AN EXTRA DOSE OF COZINESS.*
The New Tide® Plus Collection brings you more of what you love.

© 2014 P&G

*vs. previous formula

©2014 P&G

HAIR AND MAKEUP, JODI URICHUK/TRESEMMÉ HAIR CARE/ELIZABETH ARDEN/PLUTINO GROUP. ESSENTIAL JACKET, $100, LOLEWOMEN.COM. POWER Y TANK LUON, $52; EBB TO STREET CROP
PANTS, $78; LULULEMON.COM. CROSSFIT NANO 3.0 WOMEN’S TRAINING SHOES, $130, REEBOK.CA. CERVIN 1.0 BIKE, $674, OPUSBIKE.COM. POC CRANE HELMET, $120, SPORTINGLIFE.CA

Share and WIN!
Try a move from
our workout and
send us a photo at
canadianliving.com/
CLsummer, or on
Twitter or Instagram
using the hashtag
#CLsummer, to enter
for your chance to
win a vintage-cool
Opus 1.0 Cervin bike
valued at $700.

Positive Spin

Enjoying the warm, sunny weather is a natural way
to boost your mood. From the perfect park workout
to the best bounty at your local farmers’ market, we
share great ways to make the most of the outdoors.
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FITNESS

Workout To Go

PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT, ROBIN CYMBALY. ON MODEL: CROSSFIT LITE BRA, $55, REEBOK.CA. RUN SWIFTLY RACERBACK TOP, $48;
BREATHE EASY CROP PANTS, $88; LULULEMON.COM. FREE 5.0 TR FIT 4 BREATHE SHOES,$99, NIKE.CA. ON CONOR: STRIDE TEE, $55;
CONQUEST SHORT, $80; CA.OAKLEY.COM. CROSSFIT NANO 3.0 MEN’S TRAINING SHOES, $130, REEBOK.CA

TORONTO-BASED PERSONAL TRAINER CONOR MCDERMOTT
SHARES HIS SEVEN MOVES FOR A KILLER FULL-BODY WORKOUT YOU
CAN DO ANYWHERE. BY KATE DALEY PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN HRYNIUK

B
A

1. SINGLE-LEG HAMSTRING BEND-OVER
With one leg slightly bent, reach your arms toward
the ground while lifting your other leg straight back,
bringing your body parallel to the ground. Return to
standing. Repeat ﬁve times on one side; switch legs.
28
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A

A

B
B

3. LUNGE KICK
Step backward into a deep lunge with
your left foot, gently touching the
ground with your left knee. Keeping
your weight on your right leg, rise and
kick forward with your left leg; return
to the original lunge position. Start
with ﬁve reps on each side and work
your way up to 10 to 15 reps.

2. CRAB WALK
In a pushup position, move
sideways to the left, lifting your
left hand and foot, then your right
hand and foot. Move 30 seconds
in one direction, then switch.

A

C

B
A
D

4. SHOULDER & TRICEP
PRESS WITH BAND
Securing a resistance band under
your shins, lift both hands straight up.
Bending at the elbows, lower your arms
to shoulder level on each side. Raise your
hands together above your head; gently
bending your elbows, reach your hands
toward your back. Try eight to 25 reps.

5. TREE HUGGER

B

Grab a tree trunk with both hands, keeping
your arms bent and your feet on opposite
sides of the base. Squat down, letting your
arms straighten. While squatting, bend your
arms and pull your body toward the tree to
target your middle back. Start with one to
two sets and work your way up to 10.

A

C

6. PUSHUP GET-UP
In a plank position with your hips and abs lifted and your body weight on
your forearms and elbows, straighten your left arm to lift your chest, then
straighten your right arm to move into a pushup position. Leading with
your left arm, return to your starting position. Try ﬁve reps focusing on
your left arm, then switch to your right arm.

B

B

C

7. CONOR CRUNCH
Lying on your left side, lean on your elbow and lift both legs while
contracting your abs. Keeping your knees bent, lift both legs straight
up and swivel to your opposite side, resting on your right elbow and
lowering your legs to just above the ground. If you’re a beginner, you
can let your feet touch down. Start with ﬁve reps.

A

HOW-TO
VIDEO

Check out our video of this
workout at canadianliving.com/
workoutanywhere.

Shot on location at Scarborough
Bluffs Sailing Club. sailingclub.on.ca

1

2

Try dozens of full-body exercises
with a lightweight travel-friendly
band. Nike Long-Length Resistance
Workout Band, $27, sportinglife.ca.

2

Don’t attempt downward dog
on a germ-laden communal mat.
This lightweight eco-friendly option
is perfect for taking your practice on
the go. I Glow Travel Yoga Mat, $30,

1

lolewomen.com.

3

Hydration shouldn’t be an
afterthought—this bounce-free
water belt makes it easy to take your
H20 on the road. Nathan Mercury 2 Belt,
$50, sportinglife.ca.

4

There’s no excuse for skipping
your daily stretch, thanks to this
mini-massager that ﬁts nicely into your
suitcase. Trigger Point-360 Grid Mini Foam
Roller, $35, sportinglife.ca.

5

3

This Bluetooth-compatible
handle-mount speaker is a great
way to rock out to your favourite tunes
or take a call while cycling. Outdoor

4

Road Worthy
GREAT GEAR FOR GETTING YOUR
SWEAT ON, NO MATTER YOUR LOCALE.

5

Technology Buckshot Rugged Wireless
Speaker, $49, indigo.ca.

6

Swim, bike or run while this GPS
watch tracks your heart rate,
mileage, speed and calories burned
(right on your wrist!). Multi-Sport Cardio
Watch, $339, tomtom.com.

6

8

7

This super-absorbent nonslip
towel is perfect for your next
park workout or sweaty Bikram class.

Yogitoes Yoga Towel, $70, sportinglife.ca.

8

With no-slip ear socks and
nose pads, these lightweight
sport frames will stay put no matter
how much you run or jump. RPM

7
9

Sunglasses, $175, ca.oakley.com.

9

Thanks to the inner lining’s
silicone beads, which help this
band stay put, your next workout
doesn’t have to muss your hair. Fly

10

Away Tamer Headband, $12, lululemon.com.

10

Rain or shine, tote this waterresistant bag that protects
exercise essentials. The best part?
The heat-safe pocket for storing stillwarm styling tools. Performance Duffel,

PHOTOGRAPHY, JESSE BRIOUX

$100, ca.oakley.com.
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FRESH FOOD

USE YOUR MELON
Munching on slices of watermelon is a great
way to beat the summer heat—just be sure to
ask when the melon was harvested. If it’s fresh
from the ﬁeld, consider waiting before slicing
into it. Researchers at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture determined that storing watermelon
at room temperature for a few days can bolster
lycopene levels by up to 40 percent. A potent
antioxidant linked to improvement in blood
pressure, lycopene may also help reduce your
risk of certain types of cancer.

MARKET
SHARE

This content is vetted
by medical experts at
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BY MATTHEW KADEY, RD

BONE UP
Scientists in Australia discovered that UV rays can help fortify white
mushrooms with signiﬁcant levels of vitamin D. In fact, just three or four
sun-exposed mushrooms can provide an entire day’s dose of the bonestrengthening vitamin. Buy mushrooms from shade-free stands, and when
home, lay them in direct sunlight for an hour or two. Sauté your mushrooms
in a touch of oil to help your body absorb fat-soluble vitamin D.

THE BIG O
MIGHTY
MICROGREENS
A recent study in the
Journal of Agricultural and
Food Chemistry found that
microgreens (immature
vegetables and herbs, such
as red cabbage, cilantro and
green daikon radish) contain
40 times more nutrients,
including vitamins C and E,
than mature plants. The baby
veggies are clipped while still
very young, so they’re packed
with the nutrients needed
to grow. Microgreens are
becoming a market ﬁxture, so
use them to gussy up salads
and sandwiches.

Nothing screams
summer like a juicy
organic tomato.
In a recent study,
researchers discovered
that organic tomatoes
are more saturated
with lycopene,
vitamin C and other
healthful antioxidants
than those that are
grown conventionally.
Pesticides can break
down the tomato’s
natural defence
mechanisms against
insects, disease and
even antioxidants.
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ORANGE CRUSH
With a commitment to expanding
biodiversity, farmers are stocking
their market stands with unique
vegetable varieties. Case in point:
orange cauliﬂower. The striking
hue of this hybrid veggie comes
from the extra shot of naturally
occurring beta-carotene in its
ﬂorets. A Harvard study found that
people with extra carotenoids in
their blood were more likely to have
optimistic attitudes. Surprise your
palate and diversify your nutrient
intake with heritage versions of
your favourite vegetables, like
purple potatoes, rainbow carrots,
scarlet kale and black radish.

BEFORE YOU FILL YOUR
BASKET AT YOUR LOCAL
FARMERS’ MARKET, CONSIDER
THE NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
THAT CAN HELP YOU UP THE
HEALTH ANTE OF YOUR HAUL.

HERB MAGIC
A farmers’ market is the
perfect place to load up on
inexpensive herbs like parsley,
basil and cilantro. Often thought
of as mere garnishes, herbs
are chock-full of nutritional
goodness. Norwegian scientists
found oregano to be especially
abundant in age-defying
antioxidants. Grilled pizza,
anyone? Each herb responds
to storage methods differently,
so ask your grower how to keep
your favourites fresh at home.
This one-on-one interaction
with local growers is a farmers’
market perk worth exploiting.

Save
theday.
Introducing DriveGuard™—a tire masterfully
engineered to drive up to 80 kilometers
to get to a safe place after a puncture.*
This all-season tire features a quiet,
FRPIRUWDEOHULGHDQGFRQƂGHQWKDQGOLQJ
along with up to a 100,000 kilometer
warranty.† So even in the event of a
ƃDW\RXVWD\LQFRQWURORI\RXUGD\

DriveGuard.ca
*At speeds up to 80kph.
†

Warranties vary from 80,000
to 100,000 kilometers based
on speed rating. Limitations and
restrictions apply; see warranty
manual for details.

NUTRITION

Eat For
The Heat

H

ot summer days call for new mealtime
strategies when feeding busy kids. “Appetites change with the weather. No one
feels like eating in the heat, which makes
choosing nutrient-dense foods even more important,”
says Toronto-based nutritionist Theresa Albert. Children require energy to stay fuelled during activities such
as hiking, softball and swimming. Nourish and hydrate
your kids this summer with these seven strategies.

1. OFFER NUTRITION REMINDERS
“Our kids tell me when they’re hungry and remember
to hydrate, but when they’re caught up playing, they
can use a little reminder,” says Vancouver mom Melissa
Bruntlett, who blogs about her family’s bike-centric
lifestyle at Velo Family Diaries. “We spend summer
on our bikes, with trips almost daily,” says Bruntlett.
To keep her eight-year-old daughter and five-year-old
son energized, she reminds them to nosh on their fave
fruits: berries for her and apples for him. “We also pack
items that are easy to munch on during breaks, like trail
mix,” she says.

2. PUMP UP THE H2O
The best choice for summer sipping, water offers maximum hydration and contains no sugar, caffeine or additives. Albert recommends one eight-ounce cup of water
for every hour of vigorous activity. (To change things
up, coconut water is a better choice than fruit juice, but
limit consumption to one cup per day, she says.) Your
kids can also take cues from camp employees, who
encourage hydration before, after and during activities,
says Ronald Tenthorey, food service director at YMCA
Camp Wanakita in Haliburton, ON. Staff members
also lead by example, refilling their own water bottles
at Wanakita’s many ice water stations, says Tenthorey.
THIS KIDS’ NUTRITION SPECIAL IS BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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HOW TO KEEP YOUR KIDS FUELLED
AND HYDRATED THIS SUMMER. BY YUKI HAYASHI

Frozen
goodness
kids love

Foods That
Hydrate
The top 10 fruits
and vegetables for
water content:
Strawberries
Watermelon
Grapefruit
Cantaloupe
Peach
Lettuce
Cucumber
Radish
Zucchini
Celery

When frozen, IÖGO Zip yogurt is the
perfect summer snack. Kids can’t
get enough of the yummy flavours
and fun comics. Moms love it
because it’s made from natural
ingredients like real fruit, without
preservatives, artificial colours
or flavours.
Pop in the freezer for fun and
goodness on the go this summer.

3. HIDE HYDRATION
The high water content of many fruits
(and veggies like cucumber, lettuce and
celery) contributes to hydration. “Cut
back on fillers like cookies and bump up
consumption of water-filled fruit,” says
Albert. “Watermelon, grapes and other
in-season fruits are the way to go.” Offer
fresh fruits and veggies in a variety of
forms: whole, sliced, frozen or blended
into a smoothie.

4. MAKE TIME FOR
DOWNTIME
According to the Harvard School of
Public Health, children should eat every
2½ hours. If your kids are enrolled in
an organized program, nutrition breaks
will be incorporated. If they’re at home,
schedule a sit-down lunch and snacks to
be enjoyed in the shade or an air-conditioned room. Quiet meal breaks will
help them cool down while promoting
mindful eating.

5. MAKE HEALTHFUL
SNACKS FUN
Let your kids cool off with DIY freezer
pops—they’ll love whipping up these
healthful treats. Purée melons, grapes,
berries and citrus fruits, then freeze
them in ice pop moulds. If your kids
prefer a creamier ice pop, add milk,
coconut milk or yogurt. For kids who
are old enough to eat whole grapes, frozen melon balls, banana chunks and
grapes can be served on stir sticks as
another healthful snack.

IÖGO

Owned by Canadian dairy farmers

6. MIX AND MATCH
FOOD GROUPS
Active kids need to eat more foods, especially those that are wholesome. Complementary foods make winning snack
combinations: whole grain raisin pitas
and melon slices; baby carrots, multigrain crackers and cheese; or grapes and
a frozen yogurt tube.

7. PROVIDE HEALTHIER
SNACK CHOICES
“There’s always a fruit bowl, toast station,
100-percent juice machine and cereal bar
available at our self-serve kitchen,” says
Tenthorey. Wanakita campers can also
request yogurt, pudding, unsweetened
applesauce, cereal and milk. Stock your
pantry and fridge with expert-approved
choices so that your kids can help themselves to smarter snacks.
> GO ONLINE: Find out how to include
healthy eating while on vacation at
canadianliving.com/healthyvacay.

BODY TALK

the feet

THIS DYNAMIC DUO SUPPORTS THE WEIGHT
OF YOUR ENTIRE BODY. STEP UP AND LEARN
MORE ABOUT YOUR FEET. BY KATE DALEY

1

Back pain might be connected
to your feet. The health of your

feet can affect parts of the body
such as your knees and spine, says
Jeffrey Cowen, a chiropodist, foot
specialist and owner of the JD
Cowen Foot & Ankle Clinic in Toronto.
If you’re not walking properly, your
body overcompensates, affecting
alignment in other areas.

2

Cold feet could indicate a
larger medical issue. Your feet

3

Women’s and men’s feet are
different. Women typically have

are farthest from your heart, so blood
ﬂow issues such as numbness, pain,
tingling or swelling may indicate a
condition such as hypothyroidism,
heart disease or diabetes. Those with
diabetes may have circulation issues
that can impair their bodies’ immune
response to injury and subsequent
healing. Interesting fact: Having hair
on your feet often means you have
good circulation.

more heel pain and forefoot problems
because their feet are anatomically
different from men’s, says Cowen.
Forefoot pain is also exacerbated
by wearing high heels, which put
50 percent more pressure on the
ball of the foot.

¼
of your bones
are in your feet.
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WALKING puts two times the
force of your body weight on your feet.
And if you run, that force increases
to three or four times.
Foot care dos
and don’ts:

DO stretch your feet,
calves and shins. The
intrinsic muscles in
your feet are important
stabilizers, but your calf
and shin muscles are
responsible for much of
your foot’s movement.
Gently roll your foot
over a tennis ball or water
bottle for two or three
minutes, once or twice
daily. Cowen suggests
rotating your ankles in
both directions morning
and night to engage the
muscles from your shin
tendon to your foot.
DON’T live in heels or
ﬂats. It’s a common
misconception that
ﬂats are better for your
feet than heels. Though
high heels put too much
pressure on the ball of the
foot, ﬂat shoes can affect
your overall alignment.
Flip-ﬂops are a deﬁnite
no-no—they lack support
and don’t offer foot
protection. The ideal heel
height is one to 1.5 inches.
The best option for
everyday
This content is vetted
by medical experts at
footwear?
Running
shoes.
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Three things you didn’t
know about your feet:

ADVERTISEMENT

HOSTING A PARTY.
Though fun, the stress can knock you on your fanny.
So much of a successful party depends on giving the
right impression. And while we make sure everyone is
enjoying the evening, there is one part of our guests that
often goes ignored: their bums! We might be crossing a
dodgy social line here, but bridging the embarrassment
gap on this subject has beneﬁts. Read on.

Dear Debbie,
one
actually started throwing
I like parties so much, I
ing my
pp
pre
I’m in the middle of
every weekend. It’s true!
estion. How
and realize I have a qu
m,
tto
bo
to
top
m
fro
house
ve out my secret
xiety and conﬁdently lea
can I wash away the an
®
ist wipes?
: Cottonelle Dr y + Mo
bathroom care weapon
Sincerely anxious,
Dear Doris Dry Wiper,
Doris Dry Wiper
When prepping from top to bottom,
always focus
on the bottom, if you get my drift. Wh
y be afraid?
Personally, I would feel much more
conﬁdent knowing my
hostess- with -the -mostess held all of
her cleaning habits in
such high regard. Having personal
grooming options for
your guests shows class, sophisticati
on and one important
part of giving a great impression –
caring! Good luck with
the party. I’m sure my invitation is in
the mail.
Patiently waiting,
Debbie Double Wipe

Continue the conversation on twitter using #LetsTalkBums
®Registered Trademark and *Trademark of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©2014 KCWW

®
®

MENTAL HEALTH

Running For
AN ESTIMATED 10 TO 20 PERCENT OF CANADIAN TEENS ARE AFFECTED
BY A MENTAL ILLNESS OR DISORDER. A RUNNING GROUP IN MISSISSAUGA, ON,
IS HELPING KIDS BUILD COPING SKILLS AND CONFIDENCE, ONE STEP AT A TIME.

“

E

BY KATE DALEY PHOTOGRAPHY BY TOBIN GRIMSHAW

veryone wants happiness,
no one wants pain, but you
can’t get a rainbow without a little rain!” shouts
Rachel, 20, as she jogs up a
small hill. It’s a powerful backdrop to the
sound of 30 pairs of running shoes hitting the pavement.
As I run beside her, I’m totally floored.
When I heard about a running group
for teens dealing with mental health
issues, I expected to encounter unhappy
kids being forced to run who wouldn’t
want to talk about their problems. In
fact, it was quite the opposite.
Rachel’s rainbow mantra is particularly
true for this group of teens. All of the participants in The Credit Valley Hospital’s
Child and Family Teen Run Group Therapy Program have been referred to it by
a psychiatrist. The teens are coping with
everything from depression to anxiety
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to obsessive-compulsive disorder. Many
have been suicidal—some have even
made attempts—but they’re all working
through their issues on the road.
As we round the final corner of the 3K
training run, we’re greeted by a receiving
line of mentors and volunteers cheering
and giving high fives. We could be first
in or last to finish—everyone is greeted
like they just ran a personal best in a
marathon, and that includes me—I’m
welcomed as part of the group. Dan
McGann, who leads the twice-weekly
runs during the 12-week program, stands
at the end of the line, congratulating each
teen by name.
“Running was a significant factor in
getting me to where I am today,” says the
56-year-old. Growing up with two alcoholic parents, Dan battled both depression and alcoholism. During a bout of
depression in his 40s, when he was a

social worker at The Credit Valley Hospital, he decided to take up running. He
started with a Learn to Run program that
soon led to 5K and 10K races, and eventually, he worked his way up to running
half- and full-marathon distances. “I felt
so good that I went to my chief of psychiatry at the hospital and said, ‘I want to
take teens suffering from depression and
anxiety and get them running.’”
Funded through the Trillium Health
Partners Foundation, the teen program
started in 2006 with only eight participants. Numbers have grown steadily
every year and now there are up to 34
teens participating in the twice-yearly
sessions, which involve training for a 5K
or 10K race. Even though Dan is now
retired from The Credit Valley Hospital,
he continues to work part time, leading
the weekly runs and operating his own
therapy practice.
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014

Their Lives
This week, the run group’s speaker is
17-year-old Josh. “A little over two years
ago, I found myself sitting in a police
interview room for the special victims
unit and I had to describe how I was emotionally, physically and sexually abused
by my father,” he says.
He describes how he battled depression
and attempted suicide multiple times as a
result of the abuse. I look around and see
tears in everyone’s eyes. Now a graduate of
the run group, Josh is a coach who mentors teens in need of help. “A big part of
my recovery was being in this run group.
It gave me hope and it helped me gain
faith in myself and in other people.
“When you feel good physically, it’s
much easier to feel good mentally,” he
explains to the group. “This is so much
more than a run. It’s an accomplishment.
When you have people supporting you
who are here for the same reason, it’s an
environment that makes you feel better
about yourself and helps you gain confidence.” Josh wanted to share his story to
let other struggling teens know that there
is always hope.
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I chat with other teens about their experiences. The openness with which they
speak about their challenges with anxiety
and depression is astounding. They want
to talk in order to help others who might
be going through something similar.
Sixteen-year-old Laura joined the run
group to help manage her severe anxiety and depression. Though it took a bit
of persuasion, she found that running
helped lift her spirits. “The strategies you
use in life can be used in running and
vice versa,” she says. “It helps me keep
going instead of giving up.”
“All day you’re holding your emotions
in because people don’t understand.
Here, you can let it out because people
won’t judge you,” says Jake, 17, another
graduate and mentor. “It’s a massive sigh
of relief. You lean on each other because
you don’t feel the need to hide it.”
The group isn’t just for the teens, either.
Parents can join the runs and the group
sessions, too. “We were seeing families
with a lot of conflict and stress,” says
Dan. “They weren’t having any positive
time together.” The rule is that family

members aren’t allowed to argue during the sessions. “Then they have an
achievement that they can be proud of
that week.”
It’s well-documented that endorphins
from exercise can help improve mood,
and the program is beginning to see
proof of these benefits. Teens fill out a
log before and after runs and measure
their moods on a scale from one to 10.
The hospital also tracks progress preand post-program to chart the positive
effects, says Cindy Grosjean, patient care
manager in Mental Health Services at
the hospital.
Running with these teens reminds me
why I lace up every day—for the physicality, but also for the mental benefits that
running affords me. “It’s a psycho-spiritual experience,” says Dan. “The group
dynamic creates a contagious spirit. We
would do anything to support each other.
It’s a powerful, positive thing.”
> GO ONLINE: For more ways to tackle
mental health issues with your teens, go
to canadianliving.com/teenhelp.
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Germany’s Most Popular
Weight Loss Plan

“I love my
- Catarsha Atkins

Say goodbye to that sluggish metabolism

I

E XNT jMC XNTQRDKE L@JHMF @
number of changes to lose
weight but still not noticing a
difference, your metabolism could
AD SN AK@LD  3GD JDX SN RTB
cessful and sustainable weight
loss is to reset your metabolism at the beginning of your diet
@MC SN JDDO HS @BSHUD  3GD TMHPTD
gluten-free Almased formula, made
from non-GMO soy, yogurt and
honey in a special fermentation
process helps the body to metabolize carbohydrates, fat and protein.
KL@RDCBNMS@HMRMN@QSHjBH@KjKKDQR 
k@UNTQR  @CCDC RTF@QR  OQDRDQU@
tives, or stimulants.

Created over 25 years ago by
German holistic therapist Hubertus Trouillé, Almased has become Germany’s most popular
diet product. With Almased, you
can support proper nutrition and
help manage your weight when
used in conjunction with a healthy
habit of diet and exercise. You can
also supplement your diet with Almased to maintain immune funcSHNM @MC GD@KSGX RJHM @MC SN GDKO
in the function of the thyroid gland.
The program is easy to follow and
the results will amaze you - give it
a try! Almased is more than a diet,
it’s a way of life.

Look at me now
®

4 Ways Almased works in the body
1. Helps the body to metabolize carbohydrates and fat.
2. Helps in weight management when used in conjunction
with a healthy habit of diet and exercise.
3. Helps in the function of the thyroid gland.
4. Is an antioxidant for the maintenance of good health.

Your Almased Diet Plan
First 3 Days

Day 4 through 14

%UHDNIDVW 8 tablespoons of Almased
(50g) in water with 2 teaspoons of oil
k@WRDDC V@KMTSNQNKHUD
/XQFK 1 bowl of vegetable broth
'LQQHU 8 tablespoons of Almased
FHMTMRVDDSDMDC@KLNMCLHKJVHSG
SD@RONNMRNENHKk@WRDDC V@KMTSNQ
olive) and 1 teaspoon of cinnamon.

%UHDNIDVW  'LQQHU 8 tablespoons
NE KL@RDCFHMKNV E@SLHKJVHSG
 SD@RONNMR NE NHK k@WRDDC  V@KMTS
or olive), 1 teaspoon cinnamon or unsweetened cocoa powder, if desired
/XQFK Vegetables and salad with
KD@M LD@S NQ jRG RDD QDBHOD HCD@R
online)

Need Help With Your Diet?

“In 2008, I instantly went from 140 lbs to a
whopping 210 lbs overnight. I was suffering from
high blood pressure, high cholesterol and pre-diabetes. In 2010, I found out about Almased. I was
skeptical but I decided to give “this stuff” a try.
ß%3$13'${1236$$*.%%.++.6(-&3'$ß+, 2$#($3
and working out every other day, I was down 4
lbs. The pounds continually disappeared and today,
I am at 135 lbs and healthy! No diabetes and no
high blood pressure and the weight has stayed
off. I brag about Almased to anyone who will
listen now. I love my yellow can!”

Receive Your
Free Figure Plan
at ðJXUHSODQFRP,
enter source code: CLG
%NQQDS@HKDQHMPTHQHDR OKD@RDB@KK
7UXH1RUWK1XWULWLRQdirectly at
toll-free 1-800-261-4223.

2HKJD4KKL@MMHR@QDFHRSDQDCCHDSHSH@MHMSGD4MHSDC2S@SDR
of America, who provides nutritional guidance for Almased.
"NMS@BS2HKJD@SQXWULWLRQLVW#DOPDVHGFRP.
+NNJENQ KL@RDCHMRDKDBSGD@KSGENNCRSNQDRHMBKTCHMFSGDRDjMDQDS@HKDQR

at select stores
 3,3Q@CDL@QJRNE+NAK@VR(MB 4RDCVHSGODQLHRRHNM  KKQHFGSRQDRDQUDC +NAK@VR(MB HSRO@QDMS
BNLO@MXNQ@MXNEHSREQ@MBGHRDDR@MCNQ@EjKH@SDR@QDMNS@RONMRNQNE MNQ@EjKH@SDCVHSG KL@RDC

%NQPTDRSHNMRNM KL@RDC 
please call Almased directly
at toll-free 1-877-256-2733
or visit DOPDVHGFD.
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Nature therapy:
best camping snacks
canadianliving.com/campingsnacks

Don’t twist your ankle—try
these dressy ﬂats
canadianliving.com/fancyﬂats
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Love your legumes!
5 lentil recipes
canadianliving.com/quicklentils
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Strong ties: 30 fun ways
to bond with your kids
canadianliving.com/fun30ways

Go on our scavenger hunt and you
could win a L’Occitane prize pack!
canadianliving.com/CLsummer

5 healing plants to grow at home
canadianliving.com/healingplants

4 super reasons to try coconut oil
canadianliving.com/coconutbeneﬁts

8 yummy and healthful
barbecue recipes
canadianliving.com/healthybbq

6 beneﬁts of exercising outdoors
canadianliving.com/outdoorworkout

Stay connected with Canadian
Living wherever you are!
m.canadianliving.com

facebook.com/canadianliving

@canadianliving
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SOMETIMES STARS
DON’T JUST ALIGN,

THEY COLLIDE.
The ultimate combination of
Crest Clean & Scope Fresh creates chemistry.

Crest Complete® toothpaste ﬁghts cavities.
© Procter & Gamble Inc., 2014 ORAL-14646
®

life opens up when you do

®
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SUMMER READS | CIVIC MINDED MAN | BARING IT ALL | THE NEW OLD QUEBEC

Play On

The secret to a relaxing
summer? Reading good
books, listening to great
music (we’ve got Serena
Ryder on repeat) and
taking quick getaways.
Read on for our guide to
summer entertainment.
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WOMAN OF THE HOUR

Striking

A Chord

Music has the ability to bring people together.
Serena Ryder tells us just how powerful a song can be.
BY JILL BUCHNER PHOTOGRAPHY BY KIRIAKO IATRIDIS

S

erena Ryder was nervous. She was going to perform her
hit “What I Wouldn’t Do,” which she had sung a million times before. But this was a special performance.
She wasn’t in front of a packed concert hall; she was on
a tiny stage in Montreal’s Dans la Rue day centre for homeless
youth, and her small audience consisted of kids who had come
in from the streets on a cold December day for a hot meal.
After the show, she hung out to meet some people and tour
the centre. When she was about to leave, a teen approached her.
“He was a kid, and he seemed really nervous,” recalls Serena. “He
said, ‘I live on the street and whenever I’ve been having a really,
really rough time, your song comes on at just the right moment—
whether I’m in a store or in a car—and reminds me that everything is going to be OK.’” He told her that he had come to Dans la
Rue that day because he was hungry and had been having a hard
day. Then he saw her onstage, playing that very song.
Serena was blown away. “He was this young kid who didn’t
have a home. And this was a song that I wrote in my garage,
when I had a roof and food, and I was writing about love.”
This is exactly what Serena loves about music—it reaches
people in all kinds of ways. “You know when there is a song that
makes you think, ‘Wow, I feel like that song is literally about
me’? That’s priceless,” she says. “Music can make you feel like
you are truly understood. That’s the most intense and beautiful
feeling in the world, because the root of all sadness and anger
is people thinking that nobody understands, nobody relates to
them, and that they’re alone.”

TURN IT UP
Sometimes good music
can make your summer.
Last year, we were playing
Serena Ryder’s “What I
Wouldn’t Do” and “Stompa”
on repeat. Here are some
of the other great Canadian
songs we’ll be adding to our
summer playlists.
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Lazy Summer Days Playlist
7hYWZ[<_h[ÅÇM[;n_ijÈ
J^[:WhYoiÅÇ>kdj_d]È
E8EÊ8h_[d\[Wj$:hWa[Å
Ç(Ed%J^ej\kbÈ
J^[:[l_d9kZZo8WdZ
ÅÇB_[jeC[È
J[]WdWdZIWhWÅ
Ç:edÊj<_dZ7dej^[hBel[È

Serena feels that special power of music in her own life, and is
quite vocal about the role music has played in her struggle with
depression. In the past, she sought help for her illness and got better with the help of antidepressants. Today, she also takes control
of her mental health in other ways. Onstage, Serena often talks
about how music is a form of medicine that can make people feel
better when they’re down. She even sings about it. In her song,
“Stompa,” she sings, “Nothing is wrong if you move to the beat.”
So when Serena talked to the boy on that cold December day,
it was more than just his connection to music that resonated
with her. “It gave me a big reality check because, when I was
going through depression, it would have been easy for me to end
up on the streets. It’s not something that is difficult. It’s not a rare
thing to be homeless.”
Fortunately, Serena is now in a great place in her life. She
hosted the Junos this past spring and went home with two
awards. Her latest record, Harmony, has gone platinum. And she
is happy and healthy. To keep herself well, she knows that she
has to listen to her physical, emotional and mental needs. Music
is a big part of that. Serena recharges after long bouts of touring
by lying on the couch watching rock documentaries, then goes
into writing mode. “In the last year, there’s been a lot to write
about,” she says. “Writing is cathartic and a really nice way to
rejuvenate and to reflect.
“There are just so many ways that music is magic. It brings
people together.” On that day in Montreal, music brought that
boy to her, and that’s a memory she’ll treasure forever.
Road Trip
Sing-Alongs Playlist

Party Tunes Playlist

IWhW^CYBWY^bWd
ÅÇ?dOekhI^e[iÈ
CWY:[CWhYe
ÅÇFWii_d]EkjF_[Y[iÈ
@Wdd7hZ[d
ÅÇOekBel[C[8WYaÈ
:emdM_j^M[Xij[hÅÇ9^_bbiÈ
HeX_dJ^_Ya[Å
Ç=[j>[h8WYaÈ

:[WZcWk+ÅÇ7lWh_j_WÈ
JeaoeFeb_Y[9bkX
ÅÇ>ejJed_]^jÈ
>[Zb[oÅÇ9hWpo\ehOekÈ
7ha[bbiÅÇ9ec[jeB_]^jÈ
AWhZ_dWbEƙi^WbbÅÇJWjjee
(Rudebwoy)”
> GO ONLINE: Download these
summer songs online at canadian
living.com/summerplaylist.
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ONLINE
VIDEO

Visit canadianliving.com/
serenaryder to hear
Serena sing the song that
lifts her spirits.

BOOKS

A Cool Breeze
And A
Summer

Read

SOMETIMES THE PERFECT SUMMER
DAY IS AS SIMPLE AS A LOUNGE CHAIR,
A COLD DRINK AND A GREAT BOOK.
BY JILL BUCHNER

Enjoy the beach breeze with…

Escape your own
backyard with…

No Relation (Douglas Gibson Books, $22.95) by Terry Fallis
A book that opens with the main character losing his job, his wallet
and his girlfriend all in the ﬁrst chapter might sound depressing, but
this novel will have you laughing from the very ﬁrst page. Despite the
initial chaos, the protagonist’s real problem, one that has troubled him
every day of his life, is his name: Earnest Hemmingway. Though of no
relation to the famed Ernest, this Earnest is also a writer, one who’s
wrestling with writer’s block. Bombarded with questions of identity,
Earnest responds to these oh-so-human struggles with a deadpan
delivery of dry witticisms. As he seeks to ﬁnd himself, a truly lovable
character emerges.

Spend a lazy long
weekend with…
The Girl Who Was Saturday Night
(HarperCollins, $29.99)
by Heather O’Neill

The Lobster Kings (Knopf, $24)
by Alexi Zentner
This epic story will whisk you away
to Loosewood Island and the
world of the Kings, a family with
a history that’s intricately tied to
the sea. Facing a family curse, an
emotional love affair and threats
from the mainland, the Kings’ eldest
daughter, Cordelia, is determined
to carry on her family’s legacy. Full
of legend, the novel is inspired by
Shakespeare’s King Lear. Zentner
will draw you into his imaginary
world and captivate you with his
bold heroine.

PHOTOGRAPHY: RYAN BROOK (BOOKS); MASTERFILE (OPPOSITE PAGE)

You’ll want to linger on every
beautifully crafted sentence
in Heather O’Neill’s latest
masterpiece. Fans love O’Neill’s
copious use of poetic devices
ﬂecked with humour, and this book
is no departure. Told through the
eyes of one of the Tremblay twins,
the children of a formerly famous
folksinger clinging to his past, it’s a
modern twist on a coming-of-age
story. The 20-year-old twins, who
have been acting out in an attempt
to escape their father’s shadow,
are ﬁnally trying to make their own
way in the world. But sometimes
moving on requires reconnecting
with your roots.
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Share and WIN!
Send us a photo
of one of your
summer memories at
canadianliving.com/
CLsummer, or on
Twitter or Instagram
using the hashtag
#CLsummer, to
enter for a chance
to win a Sony a5000
mirrorless camera
prize pack valued
at $900.

Take a road trip with…

Curl up at the cottage with…

Moving Forward Sideways Like a Crab
(Doubleday Canada, $29.95) by Shani Mootoo

Sweetland (Doubleday Canada, $32) by Michael Crummey

Giller Prize nominee Shani Mootoo brings us another
engaging novel of complex familial ties. Many years after
one of Jonathan’s two mothers left him behind in Toronto,
he reconnects with the woman only to discover she is now
a man. He visits his mother in Trinidad, where he struggles
to reconcile his childhood memories with the man before
him. At the novel’s outset, we learn that his mother is dying,
and her story of transformation unravels from there. Delving
into love, abandonment, and gender and identity issues, this
book captivates both mind and heart.
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It’s not hard to lose yourself in the story of Sweetland, an
imagined, isolated island off the coast of Newfoundland. When
the island is faced with resettlement, local Moses Sweetland
is confronted with leaving his past and his community’s rich
history behind. Refusing to abandon the island, he battles
the people who want him gone, the elements and, eventually,
himself. A story full of heartbreak and grief, Crummey’s
novel cuts straight to the heart of humanity, illustrating how
memories make a
> GO ONLINE: Find more summer reads and
man and what it
means to face your other ways to enjoy the warmer months at
canadianliving.com/summerfun.
own mortality.
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Paint
The
Town

fred

How do you show
your love for the city
you call home? If you
are Halifax-based
entrepreneur, style
guru and risk taker
Fred Connors, you use
your success to benefit
the community.
BY LOLA AUGUSTINE BROWN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
STACEY VAN BERKEL
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Fred Connors (left)
and partner, Joel
Flewelling, walk
their dog, Ollie.

veryone in Halifax knows Fred Connors. He’s a former mayoral candidate (who came in a close third). He is one of the most sought-after
hairstylists and makeup artists in the city. He is a small-business
owner, a media personality (who has appeared as a makeover and selfesteem expert on The Marilyn Denis Show as well as Slice network’s X-Weighted) and a
strong supporter of various youth and LGBT charities. Oh, and he has also led a tireless
fight for the right to own backyard chickens as pets. Fred Connors is a man who does
it all—and he’s absolutely fearless as he moves from one venture to the next.
“I’ve known that I wanted to be very successful since I was seven years old,” says
Fred. The road to his current career(s) began in 1984, during a work placement with
a British Columbia–based fashion designer. “She opened my eyes to the world of
fashion and beauty, and I was hooked,” he says. In 1986, at 19, he borrowed a little
money from his mother and started a studio of his own. Later that year, he landed
a contract to design uniforms for the Canada Games. He thought he had it made.
Though he was creating clothes for MuchMusic hosts and other cool clients, fashion
design didn’t pay the bills. “My dreams were coming true left, right and centre, but
there was no money in it,” Fred says.
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014

“Life is complicated
and looking good
should not have to
be,” says Fred of his
cosmetics line.

Fred’s second salon,
FRED. beauty, opens
in NYC this September.

“My advice is to eat and
sleep well and have joy
in your life,” says Fred.
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A keepsake
from Fred’s
run for mayor
designed by
artist Michelle
SaintOnge.

Fred found a home
for this unﬁnished
painting he scored
curbside.
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At Home
Fred’s
multidimensional
life is no solo
project. His life
partner, Joel
Flewelling, has
been instrumental
in every
accomplishment.
“For the 24 years
we’ve been
together, Joel has
supported every
single idea that I’ve
had, even when
he thought it was
bad,” says Fred.
“I’m the driving
force, but nothing
would happen
without Joel.”
When the couple
bought their
current home a few
blocks from their
restaurant, friends
were concerned.
“The house was
abandoned and
had been trashed,
and had ‘murder’
spray painted
across the front,”
says Fred. One
magniﬁcent and
eco-conscious
makeover later,
the geothermally
heated house
is spectacular
throughout. The
heart of the home
is the huge eat-in
kitchen, an ideal
spot for socializing.

The large island
is perfect for
food prep.
A complete gut
of the house
made reimagining
the derelict
home easier.

Joel and the
garden bounty.

“I have the green
thumb,” says
Fred. “Joel doesn’t
like to get dirty.”
Everything they
harvest is used in
the café’s menu.
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Raspberries from
the garden are
used in the icing.

Items on the café’s
mostly gluten-free
menu are made inhouse daily.

The
Business
Fred describes
his salon/spa/
café/gallery as “an
affordable luxury
lifestyle destination
for people, not just
a hair salon.” Run
by Joel, the space
is a friendly, muchloved community
meeting place
where you can
grab a latte, enjoy
delicious food
(including some of
the best cupcakes
in Halifax) or hold
a wedding, charity
event or other
social gathering.
Having just
secured space for
a second salon,
FRED. beauty, in
Manhattan’s Lower
East Side, Fred will
soon split his time
between the two
businesses.

The
Chickens
Fred says the
backyard was a
junkyard when they
moved in, but you’d
never know it now.
A large coop that
houses chickens
and ducks
comprises much
of the yard, while
the rest is divided
into raised beds of
herbs, salad leaves
and vegetables.
Fred and Joel
bring baskets of
produce from their
garden into work
in the morning—so
that side salad on
your plate couldn’t
be any fresher.
“The chickens
are our pets who
just happen to lay
eggs and produce
compost that
goes back into
our vegetable
gardens. It’s a very
biodiverse system,”
says Fred.
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Fred says he realizes his true value when
working with the kids who will beneﬁt most.
“When you have abundance, share it.”

The
Community
Fred’s desire to
pioneer positive
change is evident
in the number of
charities he lends
his time and skills
to. One of those is
the Hope Blooms
project, founded
in 2008 by
Jessie Jollymore,
community
dietitian at
the North End
Community
Health Centre.
She established
a community
garden for youth
to grow herbs and
vegetables, later
made into salad
dressings to be
sold at the local
farmers’ market
and the café.

In order to pay his rent, Fred began supplementing his income by sweeping the floor
and shampooing hair at a salon. Within a few months, he was actually cutting hair. It
came easily to him—he’d been doing it for friends and family since he was 10.
In 1989, he and friend Cleo Xidos opened their own hair salon in downtown Halifax. Everything was going fantastically well until 2003, when hurricane Juan hit and
the building Fred’s salon was housed in was severely damaged. “I knew I had to move
quickly,” he says. “I looked to buy the cheapest building I could in the city, which turned
out to be the old Bank of Nova Scotia building on Agricola Street in the north end.”
His salon, the aptly named FRED., opened in 2004. He was the first business owner to
move into the neighbourhood, which up until a few years ago was a marginalized area
and not somewhere his well-to-do clients frequented. He knew the only way to success
was by investing in and becoming a part of the community.
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GUTTER CREDITS...

F

irst he teamed up with local groups. He offered a breakfast, self-esteem
and leadership program for girls living in nearby public housing. (Some,
now graduated, work with Fred.) He founded the Commons North Business and Cultural Association to encourage volunteers to improve the community’s
profile. He has also hosted events for charitable groups and organizations such as
Adsum House, which offers services and support to homeless women, children, youth
and transgender persons; Leave Out ViolencE (LOVE), a youth violence prevention
and intervention organization; and Stepping Stone, a harm-reduction initiative for
sex workers. “These organizations serve the immediate neighbourhood and help the
people here overcome the barriers to education and employment,” says Fred.
A desire to contribute to his beloved city was behind Fred’s run for mayor in 2012.
“My intention in running, although I also worked to win, was to bring a different candidate to the election and to give a voice to people who have never been listened to, or
represented by, a politician before.” Though he wasn’t elected, he has no regrets. “The
only way you can get better at anything is to suck at it, fail at it, learn and grow,” he says.
“I’ve never been shut down by failure and I think a lot of people are crippled by that.
They never go on to create what they are meant to share with the world.”
Like most people who are outspoken, Fred can be polarizing. He knows he has critics, but they don’t bother him. “The people who write negative comments about me
online are the ones who have the time to sit there and do that. I’m too busy actually
making stuff happen.”
When asked if every city needs someone like him, Fred shrugs and says that every
city probably does. “Some are unsung, and the city doesn’t listen to them,” he says. “But
I don’t shut up. I’m tenacious. I’m like a fungus—give me the right conditions and I am
just going to grow and grow.” It appears Halifax provides those perfect conditions, and
it’s a better city for having Fred Connors in it.

™The Health Check logo is a trademark of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada used under license.

AN EXCELLENT

SOURCE OF

CAN
DO
IN EVERY CRUNCH
Whatever you take on, take it on with almonds.

With 6g of protein and 4g of ﬁbre*, almonds are
an energy-giving snack ready whenever you
need it most.
Learn more at Almonds.com.

*Per 30g serving.
© 2014 Almond Board of California. All rights reserved.

CRUNCH ON

BODY ACCEPTANCE

Can baring
it all actually
make you feel
better about
your body?
BY KARMA BROWN

w
“

ould you like me to leave so you can
undress?” While the person asking the
question waits for an answer, I remind
myself that this was my idea. I wonder if it’s
too late to change my mind (yes) and if the shoes I’m wearing go
well with naked (Mary Jane Crocs, so, no). I’m not about to disrobe for my doctor or for a massage. But here I am in the office
of Stéphane Deschênes, owner of Ontario’s Bare Oaks Family
Naturist Park, where I’m gearing up to spend an afternoon with
strangers... in my birthday suit.
I believe some of us are happy-to-be-naked people: the ones
who undress without closing blinds, change sans towel at the
gym, or leave the lights on during sex. I’m not one of those people. But I should be.
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I grew up in the ’70s, raised by hippie parents in a nakedfriendly home. As a child, I probably spent more time
out of clothes than in them—until the age of 12, when my
dad strolled down the hallway nude one day and I said, “Can’t
we all just put some clothes on?” My clothing-optional
era was over.
Now in my 40s, I don’t hide my body from my husband or
daughter, but I don’t flaunt it either... though perhaps I should.
I’m as slim (albeit softer) as I was in my 20s. I’m proud of my
scars from the cancer I beat. I’m also wise (old) enough to know
I’ll look back on this body and think it looked pretty damn
good. My six-year-old is getting older and I know that the messages she’s exposed to will soon be out of my control, so the time
to teach her to love her body is now.
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014

Back in Deschênes’ office, I’m remembering our recent call.
“You’re just going to be your natural self,” he said, promising
that once at the park, clothing would feel more uncomfortable than nudity. So far that’s not true, but I’m trying to seem
nonchalant. Is it obvious I’m hiding my bits with my notebook?
A nude Deschênes, with his disarming handlebar moustache
and endless patience, tries to put me at ease. He commends me
for baring all, saying most journalists who visit stay clothed for
“objectivity.” I can’t decide if this is brilliant or cowardly.

A NATURAL APPROACH
Naturism—“a way of life in harmony with nature, characterized
by the practice of communal nudity,” according to the Federation of Canadian Naturists (FCN) website—has been observed
in Canada since the 1950s, though it can be traced back to 19thcentury Germany. For naturists like Deschênes, 48, a self-professed leader of the movement, nudity is only one component
of naturism. “The part I love most about what I do is seeing
how we are healing people,” says Deschênes, citing benefits like
greater body acceptance and confidence. While I can’t imagine
that public nudity has the ability to make me less self-conscious,
I’m intrigued.
At first, I feel awkward and exposed—especially when I walk
past two fully dressed employees. (Clothes can be worn only
for safety or weather.) Juggling my phone, pen and notebook,
I miss pockets. But I’m relieved when my eyes meet peoples’
faces versus... other features. I stop worrying about my breasts
and cellulite, or whether anyone is staring.
On a warmer day, I might have ventured a dip in one of
the park’s swimming ponds or pool, but it is chilly and only a
couple people are outside sunbathing on the clubhouse deck.
(Bare Oaks’s membership prices vary, but the daily family/
single ground fee is $49. Room, cabin and campsite rentals
are also available.) At lunch, Emily, an 18-year-old university
student, joins us. She’s working here for a third summer
and calls Bare Oaks a safe, respectful community. “Everyone
looks so beautiful,” she says. I see what she means. People of
all sizes wear only smiles; they move confidently, free of fabric
and insecurities.

PHOTOGRAPHY, COURTESY KARMA BROWN

SHEDDING INHIBITIONS
Leading up to my visit, I spent too much time strategizing about
how to make my body look better. Boot camp! Paleo diet! Spray
tan! Waxing! But in the end, I did nothing—mostly because I
like carbs and hate burpees.
Now that I’m here, I’ve even forgotten for a few moments that
I’m naked, until crumbs from my lunch tickle my bare lap. I
joke about this hazard, and the people at my table laugh. (In
case you’re wondering, visitors and members must always sit on
towels.) There’s much discussion on naturism’s advantages and
how oppressive clothing can be. Karen Grant, FCN president
and longtime naturist, comes over to say hello and even tries to
convince me that jogging braless can be comfortable. (Apparently it’s all about finding the right swing rhythm.) By the time
we’ve finished eating, I have an epiphany: I’m the only one who
cares about how I look.
The nude running tip wasn’t all I learned from Grant. A naturist since her 20s, Grant raised her children, Christine, 22, and
Ron, 20, as naturists and says that removing clothing as a family eliminates secrecy. In a house where there was no mystery
about how bodies looked and worked (menstruation and erections, for example, were never viewed as things to hide), the

Me on the day of my visit. I am
laughing because a park visitor
has just shouted out, "Now
that's one brave, naked soul!"

“tougher” conversations (think masturbation, body acceptance
and sex) came more naturally, she explains.
Grant says she’s never felt the need to defend how she and
her husband raised their children—though she admits people
didn’t always understand. “When you choose a life course that’s
in the smaller percentage of what society accepts, you’ve got
to be prepared,” she says. “I was so strong in my convictions.”
Body acceptance and confidence aside, Grant says one of
naturism’s greatest benefits is how self-aware and respectful her
kids—still practicing naturists—are today. “They love themselves as people,” says Grant.

A SOMEWHAT NUDE ATTITUDE
Deschênes said that, by the end of my visit, I’d be happy to put
clothes back on—and he was right. It feels like that day at the
beach, when, after too much sun, you crave shade. I run into

Emily on the way out and she does a double take. “You look so
different in clothes!” I don’t ask if this is good or bad, though I
expect I know the answer.
As I drive away, I think: “Good for you, Karma. You carried
on a conversation while eating a grilled cheese in the nude. No
one noticed your imperfections, which should tell you something: With its bumps, droops and other ‘whatevers,’ your body
is still pretty awesome.”
But as good as the experience was, I’m 99 percent certain it
will be my only brush with naturism. I like the textile world,
jogging bras and all. But I decide that I will try to keep the blinds
open when I change and that maybe “lights on” is worth a try.
When I get home, I tell my daughter I visited a place where
you can walk around naked all the time. Her eyes light up
and she asks, “Can we go there sometime?” I did say 99 percent
certain, right?

GRIN AND BARE IT: A STRIPPED-DOWN PRIMER ON CLOTHING-OPTIONAL SPOTS IN CANADA
Thinking about visiting
a naturist campground
but not sure where your
comfort level lies? Spend an
afternoon at one of these
Canadian locations for
sunbathing in the buff.

Hanlan’s Point Beach,
Toronto Island: The
somewhat secluded

Hanlan’s Point became
Toronto’s ﬁrst clothingoptional beach in 2002.

Wreck Beach, Vancouver:
West-end Vancouver’s
Wreck Beach, located near
the University of British
Columbia, is Canada’s ﬁrstever officially designated
clothing-optional beach.

Oka Beach, Oka:
Known to many as
“Okapulco,” this Quebec
beach has long been a
popular spot for nude
bathers.

Crystal Crescent Beach,
Halifax: There are three
beaches at Crystal Crescent,
located just outside of

Halifax. For a nudist
experience, head to the
secluded one at the far end.

Beaconia Beach, Lake
Winnipeg: Winnipeggers can
access Beaconia’s clothingoptional and clothingmandatory sections via a
45-minute drive north along
Highway 59.

KEEP THAT

“JUST SHOWERED”

FEELING
A L L D AY LO N G

WITH NEW ALWAYS DAILIES LINERS.
Stay fresh morning, noon and night with these ﬂexibly thin liners.
Try it for a week, and feel the difference for yourself!

*vs. Always Thin™ © Procter & Gamble, Inc., 2014
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VISITING QUEBEC CITY IS LIKE BECOMING REACQUAINTED
WITH A LONG-LOST LOVE. SURE, HER STYLE HAS CHANGED
AND SHE’S SPORTING SOME NEW ACCOUTREMENT. BUT SHE’S
AS BEAUTIFUL AS EVER, AND YOU REMEMBER WHY YOU FELL
SO DAMN HARD FOR HER IN THE FIRST PLACE. BY DOUG O’NEILL

ne summer, in another lifetime, I spent two
months in a French-immersion program in one
of Canada’s oldest cities. When I wasn’t conjugating verbs or massacring le subjonctif, I was
busily exploring this historic French-speaking
city founded in 1608. I’ve had several recent opportunities to
revisit some of my old haunts and discover new ones.
FAVOURITE NEIGHBOURHOOD
THEN Lower Town. The historic district at the foot of Cap Dia-

mant in Old Quebec, where Samuel de Champlain built his first
settlement, was my go-to hood on earlier visits. It’s marked by
cobblestone streets, small cafés, bistros and boutique hotels.
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NOW St-Jean Quarter. While Lower Town will figure into any
visit, I now gravitate toward this hipster district, particularly
along rue St-Jean, rue Grande Allée and avenue Cartier. It’s a
lively mix of bohemian and trendy shops and restaurants.
FAVOURITE DINING
THEN Dining at Le Cochon Dingue (translation: “the crazy

pig”) has been a tourists’ rite of passage for the past 35 years.
Thumbs-up to the duck confit poutine. The restaurant now has
four locations in Quebec. cochondingue.com
NOW My taste leans toward L’Initiale, headed by chef Yves
Lebrun, where a tasting menu can include sweetbreads, seared
foie gras and lobster enoki. restaurantinitiale.com
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014
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Enter one of our contests
on pages 15, 27, 47, 65 and
89, and be eligible for your
chance to win a trip for
four to Carnival in Quebec
City valued at $10,000,
including a two-night stay
at Fairmont Le Château
Frontenac, and a one-night
stay at Hôtel de Glace,
the world-famous Ice
Hotel. Find contest details
at canadianliving.com/
CLsummer.

FAVOURITE HOTEL
THEN Fairmont Le Château Frontenac
NOW Fairmont Le Château Frontenac. This impressive his-

toric hotel, inside the walls of Old Quebec, has just undergone
a $75-million lobby-to-roof makeover. The lobby is particularly
stunning: rose grand staircase, Italian blue onyx backlit panels,
and five-metre chandelier. Much sought after are the Gold Floor
guest rooms overlooking Quebec City and the St. Lawrence
River. Former guests include Winston Churchill and Franklin
D. Roosevelt. fairmont.com/frontenac-quebec

City
Escapes
OUR TOP PICKS FOR DAY
TRIPS ACROSS CANADA.

BEST DAY-TRIPPING
THEN Île d’Orléans, the small island outside Quebec City,

somehow fits six rural villages on a 34-kilometre stretch of land.
After three visits, I guess I’m ready for a change.
NOW Whale-watching excursions to Tadoussac (three to four
hours from Quebec City) are popular—but book your outing
in a Zodiac, rather than a larger boat or vessel. Benefits: smaller
groups, better opportunity to get up close (and comfortable)
with the whales and other marine mammals, and a more intimate way to cruise into the Saguenay Fjord. croisieresaml.com
FAVOURITE WALK
THEN The Plains of Abraham, also known as Battlefields Park,

is the site of the famous battle of 1759, in which the British were
victorious over the French and both famous generals, Montcalm
and Wolfe, died from their wounds. The 100-plus hectares of
grassy knolls and rolling meadows make it a popular spot for a
run in summer and cross-country skiing in winter.
NOW I prefer the less-frequented Cartier-Brébeuf National Historic Site, along the banks of the St. Charles River. It’s a Parks
Canada venue that offers history (much of it commemorating
French explorer Jacques Cartier, of course) and 13 kilometres of
hiking and biking trails.
BEST VANTAGE POINT
THEN Terrasse Dufferin
NOW Terrasse Dufferin. Plus ça change, plus c’est la même

chose. The popular walkway along the edge of the cliff overlooks the St. Lawrence River, stretching from the Fairmont Le
Château Frontenac to the Plains of Abraham. You can see Lévis
on the opposite shore, Île d’Orléans, the Laurentian Mountains
to the north and the Appalachians to the south.
BEST POUTINE
THEN Back in the day, any joint open at 3 a.m. did the trick

for me.
NOW My tastes (and vacation behaviour) have matured dramatically. There’s only one place for me: Chez Ashton for its
Dulton, poutine topped with sautéed seasoned ground beef.
chezashton.ca

“Quebec City–a splash
of Europe close to home.
A city of sheer beauty!”
— DOUG O’NEILL, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
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BY DOUG O’NEILL

1

MAKE LIKE A
VOYAGEUR,
WHITEHORSE Head to the
outskirts of Whitehorse,
where you’ll hop into a eightfoot voyageur canoe, then
paddle past Grey Mountain
and through Miles Canyon.
Enjoy a full day on the water
and a riverside lunch. And
don’t worry—the current
does most of the work.
cabinfeveradventures.com

2

FIND YOUR CHI,
VANCOUVER The
fabulous CHI spa at the
Shangri-La Hotel offers
the ultimate in privacy and
luxury—spa suites that
include your own private
bath, relaxation lounge and
ﬁreplace. shangri-la.com/
vancouver

3

STEP BACK IN TIME,
CALGARY Heritage
Park Historical Village,
Canada’s largest living
history museum, turns
50 this year. There are 51
hectares of parkland, plus
exhibits that take you back to
the 1860s. heritagepark.ca

4

PIG OUT AND WALK
IT OFF, TORONTO
Sample all manner of porcine
delights during Urban
Adventures’ culinary walking
tour, “When Pigs Fry.” Why
did you think Toronto was
nicknamed Hogtown?
urbanadventures.com

5

NOSH THROUGH THE
CAPITAL, OTTAWA
Join C’est Bon’s gourmet
walking tour to explore the
culinary highlights of the
ByWard Market, Wellington

West and Preston Street.
Sign up for “Eat. Speak.
Critique” to dine out
with a local food critic.
cestboncooking.ca

6

CYCLE FROM
MOUNTAIN TO RIVER,
MONTREAL Hop on a bike
atop Mount Royal Lookout
and ride all the way to
Jacques Cartier Bridge, with
lots to see along the way.
This all-day tour includes
bicycle, helmet, water bottle,
fruit snack and market picnic
lunch. ﬁtzandfollwell.co

7

ENLIST IN CULINARY
BOOT CAMP,
CHARLOTTETOWN Indulge
in local ingredients at Holland
College’s day camps, which
include “Seafood 101” and
“Island Flavours.” There are
classes for children, too.
hollandcollege.com

8

SEE THE SPOOKY
SIDE, HALIFAX Join
a candlelight walk over the
ramparts and through the
ditches of the Halifax Citadel,
Canada’s most haunted
historic site, then burrow
deep into its claustrophobic
tunnels and prison cells.
From July 18 to October 31.
regimental.com

9

GO ICEBERG
SPOTTING, ST. JOHN’S
Head down to Pier 6 and
join Iceberg Quest Ocean
Tours for an outing to
Cape Spear, where you’ll
steam past 12,000-year-old
icebergs. You might even
spot humpback whales and
puffins frolicking along the
coast. icebergquest.com
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SMART FINANCE
purchase, Calla says. She notes that private insurers continue to offer these programs to qualified applicants.

IS THE PROPERTY
INSURABLE?

WILL NEW MORTGAGE RULES AFFECT YOUR
PURCHASE OF A SUMMER RETREAT?

T

BY DEANNE GAGE

he pink-hued sunsets. The
shimmering lake. And, of
course, the quality family
time. After years of renting a cabin or cottage, you’re ready to own a recreational
property. But are you prepared for the
financial commitment involved with the
purchase? Consider these five questions.

HOW MUCH TIME WILL
YOU SPEND THERE?
Face it: Owning a recreational property is
primarily an emotional decision. Just don’t
forget to run the numbers, too. “It doesn’t
really make financial sense to own one
unless you plan to be there two to three
months a year,” says Jason Nicola, a financial adviser at Nicola Wealth Management in Vancouver. If you plan to rent out
your cottage for a portion of the year, look
for a property that’s already set up as a
rental and has established bookings, suggests Rob Serediuk, an agent with Chestnut Park Real Estate serving Ontario’s
Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton region.
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HAS YOUR MORTGAGE
BEEN PREAPPROVED?
Know ahead of time what an accredited
mortgage professional is prepared to lend
you and under what circumstances. Many
lenders won’t approve loans to buy nonwinterized cottages, for instance. If they
do, the lender may demand up to 50 percent equity up front and charge a higher
interest rate on the mortgage, says Angela
Calla, a mortgage broker at Dominion
Lending Centres in Vancouver. Most people fund a cottage by refinancing their
principal residence and using the equity
built up in that home, plus whatever their
financial institution or accredited mortgage professional is willing to lend them.
As of May 30, the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corp. (CMHC) stopped offering
mortgage insurance on secondary properties, meaning those already holding a
CMHC-insured mortgage are no longer
able to act as co-borrower on another insured mortgage. A minimum 20 percent
down payment is now required for any

CAN YOU COVER
THE EXTRA COSTS?
Like primary residences, you’ll need to
factor in property taxes and land transfer
fees, as well as maintenance costs. Vacation homes are often located on privateaccess roads, which means you and other
owners will need to fork over funds for
snowplowing and other road maintenance. But some owners may not use their
cottages year-round and opt out of plowing service. That means big money for the
families who do hang in. Serediuk cites an
example of a street with nine cottages. Just
three families had to split the plowing
costs to the tune of $1,500 each. And don’t
forget other incidentals such as “toys” you
might want to buy, from canoes to personal watercraft.

ARE YOU PLANNING
TO SHARE OWNERSHIP?
Can’t afford a cottage on your own? Splitting costs with family or friends sounds
great in theory, but what happens if the
roof caves in and the other party doesn’t
have the money to pay for repairs? “It has
to be treated like a business relationship,”
says Serediuk, who recommends using the
services of a real estate lawyer versus a
simple written agreement between buyers.
“Make sure all expectations are set and
you have a binding legal agreement.”
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014
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Getaway Plan

Before committing to the purchase, make
sure you won’t have difficulty getting
the place insured. Serediuk likes to have
a condition-on-satisfactory-insurance
clause written into the purchase offer.
“You don’t want to buy a cottage and then
try to get insurance, only to find out that
it will cost you big money to get those two
fireplaces you love up to code,” he says.
Some insurance companies may increase rates depending on the type of
cottage. A seasonal or water access–only
property, for instance, is harder to insure.
And you may need additional coverage
for detached buildings like a boathouse
or shed. In any case, Serediuk suggests
getting a quote from local insurance brokers who understand cottage intricacies.
“They are used to dealing with recreational properties and can drop your rates
considerably,” he says.

Travel insurance with us is simple.
Just follow these steps:

1.

Contact us prior to your trip.

2.

Go swimsuit shopping.

3.

Kick back in your lounger.
And don’t forget the sunscreen.

ScotiaLife Financial makes the entire insurance process simple from start to finish. It’s simple to get a
quote, simple to apply, simple to understand and simple to make a claim. To simplify your insurance,
call us at 1-855-834-7028 or visit www.scotialifefinancial.com/simpletravel

ScotiaLife Travel Insurance is underwritten by The Manufacturers Life Insurance company (“Manulife Financial”) and by First North American Insurance Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Manulife
Financial. Conditions, limitations and exclusions apply. Please refer to the Policy for details, provided to you upon purchase. ® Registered trademarks of The Bank of Nova Scotia, used under license.
ScotiaLife Financial is the brand name for the Canadian insurance business of The Bank of Nova Scotia and certain of its Canadian subsidiaries.
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ZzzQuil SLEEP-AID.
BECAUSE SLEEP IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.

TM

It’s not for colds.
It’s not for pain.
It’s just to help you fall asleep,
so you can wake refreshed.
The sleep-aid
from the makers
of NyQuil.®

Indicated for relief of occasional sleeplessness.
ness. To ensure this
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duct is right for you always read and fo
ollow the label.
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FRONT DOOR DECOR | YARD HELP | FRIDGE FINISHES | SECONDHAND STEALS

The Big Show
Sprawling vistas of sea
and sand make perfect
oversize prints. A huge
canvas like this costs
considerably more than
your standard albumready print (and requires
a high-resolution digital
image), but the solitary,
large-scale frame
makes a striking impact.
Barnwood 32- by 44-inch
custom-framed photograph,
$240, posterjack.ca.

Snap Decisions
Those sun-soaked photos from your summer vacay are
worth so much more than a “like” on social media. Printed
and framed, they make a one-of-a-kind gallery wall. Here
are four foolproof—and effortlessly artful—ways to display
your happiest holiday memories.
BY BRETT WALTHER PHOTOGRAPHY BY RYAN BROOK
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DESIGN LESSON

Mix And
Match
A fresh coat of
paint unites yard
sale frames found
in various styles and
colours. The irony of
this casual-looking
cluster is that it still
requires a bit of
structure: Although
the outer edges of
the grouping are
staggered, each gap
between the frames
is equally spaced.
Stone Blue 86 paint
(on frames), farrowball.com. Photo
processing, blacks.ca.

On The Grid
Whether the subjects
are ponies or peonies,
photos always play
well together when
printed in blackand-white. The stark
simplicity of this
achromatic approach
is ideally suited to a
series of matching
frames arranged in a
clean, contemporary
grid. Virserum frames,
$13 each, ikea.ca. Photo
processing, blacks.ca.

HOW-TO
VIDEO

Hanging frames in a hurry
can leave your walls
looking like Swiss cheese.
Get your arrangement
right the first time with our
step-by-step instructions
at canadianliving.com/
howtohangart.
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Ride The
Rails
Nail
The Scale
A gallery-style
grouping
should always
measure at
least two-thirds
the width of
the furniture
beneath it.

Nothing solves the
dilemma of varioussize frames quite like a
picture ledge. The secret
is to overlap the frames
to reinforce the ﬂow
across each surface.
The biggest bonus?
Because only the ledges
are mounted to the wall,
you can swap out your
art and accessories on a
whim. Ribba picture ledges,
$17 each; Ribba frames,
from $5 each; ikea.ca. Photo
processing, blacks.ca.
Ektorp love seat in Blekinge
White, $379; Liatorp side
table in White, $149; ikea.ca.
Rope table lamp base, $169;
burlap tapered lampshade,
$64; potterybarn.com. Tiles
toss cushions in Deep
Marine Blue, $37 each; Handcut Shapes toss cushion in
Rain, $41; Clarice linen/rayon
fabric in China (as drapes),
$24 per yard; tonicliving.com.
Blue Ground 210 paint
(on wall), Matchstick 2013
paint (on coffee table),
farrow-ball.com.

PASS PO RT

TO SU M M ER

#C L s u m m e

r

HOME

Share and WIN!
Hang your own photo
gallery and send us a
picture at canadian
living.com/CLsummer, or on
Twitter or Instagram using
the hashtag #CLsummer,
to enter for your chance to
win a $500 Ikea gift card
and ﬁve gallons of Farrow
& Ball paint—a prize pack
value of $1,000.

ACCESSORIZE THIS

Making An Entrance
COULD YOUR FRONT DOOR USE A FACE-LIFT? SEND YOUR CURB APPEAL SOARING
WITH A FRESH COAT OF PAINT AND A FEW INSPIRED ACCENTS. BY BRETT WALTHER
2.

1.

2.

1.

Fresh
Traditional
A stately shot of
green instantly
energizes the classic
front door combo of
black and brass.

Haute
Folk

3.

Bird motifs, oilrubbed bronze
and a muted,
earthy palette
play in perfect
harmony.

3.

4.

5.
4.

1. Noma outdoor cylindrical downlight, $60,
canadiantire.ca. 2. Danica Studio Botanica coir/
vinyl doormat, $25, danicaimports.com. 3. Castiron bird door knocker, $17, abbottcollection.com.
4. Citron 74 paint, farrow-ball.com. 5. Madison planter
in Brownstone, $119, homedepot.ca.

5.

1. Brass lanterns, from $130 each, homesense.ca.
2. Bonsai CC-666 paint, benjaminmoore.ca. 3. Heritage
handle set in Bright Brass, $145, weiserlock.ca.
4. Go In, Stay Out coir doormat, $29, westelm.com.
5. Fairﬁeld tall planter in Black, $109, homedepot.ca.

5.

1.

1.

New
Nautical
THE JUMPINGOFF POINT
ReliaBilt steel entry door,
$239, lowes.ca.

Mod Pop

Capture the easy
elegance of a
beach retreat—
even if you’re
nowhere near
the shore.

Combine a high-impact
hue on the front door
with accessories that
are every bit as bold.

2.

4.

3.

4.
5.
6.

1. Chilewich shag doormat, $75, elte.com. 2. Behr Tsunami
S450-7 paint, homedepot.ca. 3. Postino mailbox in Black,
$70, umbra.com. 4. Neutra house numbers in Black, $26
each, dwr.com. 5. Potted Ravenea palm, $15, ikea.ca. 6. DCN
Mirage tall planter, $30, rona.ca.
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5.

3.

6.

1. Michigan Lakes 50 BG 44/184 paint, cil.ca.
2. Classic aluminum mailbox, $50, canadiantire.ca.
3. Pierced chinoiserie stool, $70, homesense.ca.
4. Woven rope coco palm ﬁbre doormat, $50,
abbottcollection.com. 5. Mercury glass orb with rope
detail, $20, homesense.ca. 6. Access Lighting Nauticus
bulkhead outdoor sconce in White, $48, lowes.ca.
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GARDENS

KEEP IT ON THE LEVEL
Reclaim an awkward slope at the
end of your garden by building a
retaining wall and creating a raised
bed. It’s also the perfect opportunity
to install a water feature—simply
hide the pump mechanism behind
the new hardscaping.

Backyard
Hacks
DON’T SWEAT A TIGHT TIMELINE—OR
BUDGET! THESE MINI MAKEOVERS ARE
IDEAL FOR THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER.
PARADE YOUR
POTS “There’s
this perception that
containers are for the
deck and the garden
is for dirt beds,” says
Brunton-Purkis. To shake
things up, she’ll relocate
a container from the
patio to the garden. Not
only do containers save
the hassle of tending
soil, but lightweight
models also make it
easy to take tropical
foliage, like palms,
indoors every winter.

TURF THE TURF
Grass is often a homeowner’s
go-to ground cover, but it
wouldn’t have thrived in this
shady backyard. Besides, the
natural ﬂagstone that lines the
space has its own perks.
“I don’t own a lawn mower—
only a broom,” she says. “And
with three growing boys, a
lawn isn’t as important as the
basketball net in the driveway.”
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BY BRETT WALTHER STYLING BY AURELIE BRYCE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANGUS FERGUSSON

W

hen it comes to designing
a backyard, home stager
Jenn Brunton-Purkis is a
firm believer in patience as a virtue. “You
have to spend at least one summer in
your backyard before making any permanent changes,” she says. “You might think
you’re going to use the space in a certain
way, but then you realize you need the
lounge set in a certain spot that’s shaded
during the day, or the dining table needs
to be closer to the house.”
Practicing what she preaches, BruntonPurkis waited until her second summer
in her family’s Toronto home before putting a personal stamp on the space. The
relaxing urban oasis that emerged is a
testament to taking things nice and easy.
Design, xandindesign.com.
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CAMOUFLAGE WITH COLOUR
Not happy with the bones of your home? Grab a
paintbrush! “I’ve never liked Tudor-style homes, so
instead of highlighting the contrast between the brown
wood and cream stucco, I painted them out.” The au
courant greys play down the dated architecture for a
fraction of the cost of an exterior reno. Intercoastal 30BB
16/031 paint (siding), Nobel Grey 30BB 10/019 paint (trim), Drum
Beat 00YR 08/409 paint (doors), dulux.ca.

DEFINE A
ROOM
PLAY THE MARKET
Instead of ﬁghting the crowds
in the spring, Brunton-Purkis
waited until the end of the
season to buy outdoor
furniture and scored a hefty
discount on this handsome
set. Outdoor cushions, drinks
dispenser, homesense.ca.

Laid directly
on top of the
ﬂagstones, a
polypropylene
rug serves as a
subtle boundary
that separates
the lounge area
from the rest of
the garden.

HOME NEWS

GAME CHANGER FRESH FINISHES

Step into any appliance showroom and it’s easy to feel as if you’re drowning in a
sea of brushed silver. Stainless steel has become the builder’s beige of the appliance world, and if you’re getting sick of the sight, you’re likely suffering from
what industry insiders have coined “stainless fatigue.” In response, many brands
are beginning to broaden their offerings. Here are three eye-catching alternatives.
1. MATTE SLATE GE french door refrigerator in Slate, $1,699, geappliances.ca. 2. GLOSSY
WHITE Whirlpool french door refrigerator in White Ice, $3,049, whirlpool.ca. 3. RETRO BLUE
Smeg refrigerator in Blue, $1,999, westelm.com.

WHAT THE
PROS KNOW

SECONDHAND
SHOPPING LIST

3

Keeps Paint Out.
Keeps Lines Sharp.®

®

®

FrogTape is the only painter’s tape treated with PaintBlock Technology. PaintBlock forms a
micro-barrier that seals the edges of the tape, preventing paint bleed. This means less time
spent prepping and touching up, and more time for other jobs.
Visit FrogTape.com to see PaintBlock in action, get painting tips and more!

877-FROGTAPE

FrogTape.com
™

(376-4827)

PHOTOGRAPHY: JEFF COULSON (PORTRAIT); THINKSTOCK (GLASSES); iSTOCKPHOTO (FRAMES)
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Some of summer’s greatest
steals aren’t found in a
store. Here’s what you
BRETT WALTHER,
should never pass up
HOME & GARDEN
when shopping the yard
DIRECTOR
sale circuit.
GLASSWARE Perfectly coordinated sets
of glassware have their place—it’s just not
at the cottage. Summer living calls for a
playful mix and match of shapes and styles,
so have fun creating your own eclectic
collection. In particular, look for pretty
little juice glasses. Apart from their role
at breakfast, they make great bud vases
for individual blooms, and votive cups for
twinkling tealights.
VINTAGE DECORATING MAGAZINES Not
only do old-school editions of your favourite
titles serve as attractive coffee table props
and conversation starters among guests,
they can actually be great sources for
21st century design inspiration and longforgotten DIY techniques.
BASKETS I’ve never heard anyone
complain about having too much cupboard
space at the cottage. Combine that with
the fact that beach towels always seem
to multiply over the course of the summer,
and you’ve got a perfect storm for clutter.
Handsome woven baskets are the perfect
solution, providing a place for everything
from beach toys to board games.
ART FRAMES Appallingly ugly art is a
yard sale staple, but try to look beyond the
black velvet, howling wolves and weeping
clowns for the condition of the frame.
Consider swapping out the old painting with
an enlarged photo from last year’s vacation,
or a custom-cut pane of mirrored glass to
hang in a gloomy corner.

Naturally, she’ll love you for it
Why feed your dog Wellness? Well, unlike some brands, our food is made with real meats, fruits and
veggies – with no fillers, meat by-product meals or artificial preservatives. Because they deserve it.

We do more than make pet food. We create Wellness.TM

WellnessPetFood.com Available at Pet Specialty Stores Nationwide.

©WellPet 2014

Zucchini, Heirloom Tomato, Watercress & Green Bean Salad. The vibrancy of local produce
makes for a perfect summer salad and can brighten any meal. Created exclusively for Metro by Cory Vitiello.

With your local Metro just up the street,
farm fresh is now in season every day of the week.
Nothing makes a summer barbecue better than using fresh, local ingredients. And flavourful, locally grown produce is easier
to find than you may think. Whether you want to serve a colourful summer salad or create a cool new fruit drink, you can count
on your nearby Metro to have everything you need. Come in and see for yourself or visit metro.ca/tastesummer for food and drink
recipes you won’t find anywhere else – like delicious new salads and summer-inspired drinks developed exclusively for Metro.

Summer is
finally here!
And Cory Vitiello
and Dave Mitton of
the Harbord Room
and THR & Co., along
with Metro, are
teaming up with
Taste of Toronto
to celebrate
all things local.
Whenever they can, Cory and Dave
feature local produce. You just have to
look to the Harbord Room’s ever-rotating
menu to see an emphasis on local produce
and seasonal eats.
Whether they’re cooking for friends at
home or serving their guests at the
restaurant, both Cory and Dave value the
city’s localized cuisine. And with a Metro
grocery store just up the street, fresh
produce is never hard to find.
Recently, they teamed up with Taste
of Toronto to honour Toronto’s diverse
culinary landscape and growing food
community. “We’re a local business
reliant on community support; we pay
T H E

H A R B O R D

it forward by engaging with regional
suppliers and neighbourhood charities
when we can,” said Cory, part-owner
and head chef. “Our supplier
relationships have become lifelong
friendships that extend beyond
the food.”
Canadians are graced with polar seasons
and unique climates, creating fun for
chefs and mixologists. Dave, part-owner
and head bartender, reflects the seasons
through syrups of boiled-down berries,
melons and stone fruits. According to
him, “Seasonal food has better vitality
and flavour.” Even the colder months allow
for delicious produce. He oozes about
pumpkin syrup, peppered with cinnamon
R O O M

B U R G E R

When possible, select local, freshly ground beef, with a good amount of fat – about
20-25%. Brisket is ideal and I prefer a light egg bun with a soft crust. – Cory Vitiello
Mold your ground beef into 6 oz. balls and loosely pack them into 1/2 inch patties. Try not
to overwork the meat. A loose patty will yield a juicier, tenderer burger. Season with a pinch
of salt and pepper just before it goes to the heat. Cook each side in a cast iron skillet or grill
for about three minutes. Avoid over-handling the burger once it’s started cooking. Instead,
let a nice crust develop. Once flipped, top your burger with sharp white cheddar and continue
cooking for 3-4 minutes.
Butter the buns and let them toast in your pan or grill until golden brown and warmed
throughout. Keep the condiments to a minimum. Instead reach for seasonal produce. Sliced
cucumbers, sprouts, juicy tomato, crisp lettuce, kosher pickles and shaved onion, along with
good quality, sharp mustard is a sure thing.

and nutmeg. “People get excited about the
seasons!” Dave insists. “Ultimately, we
need to treat our world better.”
Local food is one small way Dave and
Cory are doing just that. Like them,
Metro is also deeply committed to
supporting local growers. Working with
celebrated food professionals like Cory
and Dave, as well as supporting festivals
such as the Taste of Toronto are just two
of the ways we honour that promise.

For more on Metro’s local efforts
and fresh summer recipes,
and to purchase tickets for the
Taste of Toronto Festival,
visit www.metro.ca/tastesummer

Wine Country
Ontario

Our wines have put us on the map.
Ontario award-winning vintages have
won praise the world over. So now it’s
time to venture into our own backyard
and discover these critically acclaimed
wines and wineries.
Plan your trip:
winecountryontario.ca
@winecountryont
facebook.com/winecountryontario
#winecountryont

Prince Edward County
Lake Erie North Shore
Emerging Regions
Niagara Escarpment & Twenty Valley
Niagara-on-the-Lake

FOOD
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THE ULTIMATE

Peach Pie

Fresh peaches at the market are a sure
sign that summer is here. And there’s
no better way to celebrate than with our
Ultimate Peach Pie. A hint of vanilla in the
ﬁlling brings out the best in the peaches,
and a sprinkling of cornmeal in the ﬂaky
pastry adds a satisfying crunch. Be sure
to bake the pie on a baking sheet to catch
any juices that spill over.

Hands-on time: 35 minutes | Total time: 2½ hours | Makes: 8 servings
6 cups
¾ cup
¼ cup
1 tbsp
1 tsp
1
2 tsp

sliced pitted peeled
ﬁrm ripe peaches
granulated sugar
all-purpose ﬂour
lemon juice
vanilla
egg yolk
coarse sugar (optional)

Pastry:
2 cups
3 tbsp
½ tsp
½ cup
½ cup
¼ cup
3 tbsp

all-purpose ﬂour
cornmeal
salt
cold butter, cubed
cold lard, cubed
ice water (approx)
sour cream

BY RHEANNA KISH & THE TEST KITCHEN
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THE ULTIMATE

“Peaches are my favourite summer
fruit, and I adore them just as they
are. But baked in a pie with a hint
of vanilla and a subtle cornmeal
crunch, they become a sublime
summer dessert.”
–RHEANNA KISH, SENIOR FOOD SPECIALIST

HOW-TO
VIDEO

Visit canadianliving.com/
pietips

How to Make It
Pastry: In large bowl, whisk together

flour, cornmeal and salt. Using pastry
blender, cut in butter and lard until
mixture resembles fine crumbs. Whisk
ice water with sour cream; drizzle over
flour mixture, stirring briskly with
fork to form ragged dough and adding
more ice water, 1 tbsp at a time, until
dough comes together.
Divide pastry in half; press into discs.
Wrap each in plastic wrap; refrigerate
until chilled, about 30 minutes. (Makeahead: Refrigerate for up to 3 days.)
In bowl, combine peaches, granulated
sugar, flour, lemon juice and vanilla;
set aside.
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On lightly floured work surface, roll
out 1 of the pastry discs to generous
⅛-inch (3 mm) thickness; fit pastry
into 9-inch (23 cm) pie plate. Trim to
fit, leaving ¾-inch (2 cm) overhang;
flute rim. Spoon in peach mixture.
Roll out remaining pastry disc to
scant ⅛-inch (3 mm) thickness. Using
2½-inch (6 cm) round pastry cutter,
cut out about 24 circles, rerolling
scraps as necessary. Cover peach
mixture with circles, using about
15 for outer ring, about 8 for inner
ring and 1 in centre, overlapping
slightly. Whisk egg yolk with 2 tsp
water; brush over circles and rim.
Sprinkle with coarse sugar (if using).

Bake on rimmed baking sheet on
bottom rack of 425°F (220°C) oven
for 20 minutes.
Reduce heat to 350°F (180°C); bake
until bottom is golden brown, peaches
are tender and juice is thick and
bubbly, 60 to 70 minutes. Let cool
on rack.
PER SERVING: about 385 cal, 5 g pro, 19 g total fat
(9 g sat. fat), 52 g carb (3 g dietary ﬁbre, 30 g sugar),
43 mg chol, 158 mg sodium, 285 mg potassium.
% RDI: 2% calcium, 11% iron, 11% vit A, 10% vit C,
20% folate.

TIP

FROM THE TEST KITCHEN

Want to make this pie year-round?
Simply use 5 cups thawed frozen peach
slices, drained and patted dry (about
8 cups frozen), and increase ﬂour in ﬁlling
to ⅓ cup.
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Go ahead,
you know you
want to.
Becel® Buttery Taste Margarine has
80% less saturated fat than butter.
And with a delicious buttery taste
you’ll love, cheating never felt so right.

Cheat on Butter.

TM

becel.ca
A healthy diet low in saturated and trans fat may reduce the risk of heart disease. Becel margarine is low in saturated fat and trans fat.
Trade-mark owned or used under license by Unilever Canada, Toronto, Ontario M4W 3R2.

Blueberry
Cornmeal Cobbler,
p. 80



TESTED
TILL
PERFECT

We’ve got the blues bad, and it feels oh so good!
These seven succulent recipes give plump blueberries
the attention they so rightly deserve.
BY THE TEST KITCHEN PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF COULSON
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SEASONAL

Blueberry Lime
Shortbread Squares,
p. 80

PER SERVING: about 365 cal,
6 g pro, 9 g total fat (5 g sat. fat),
69 g carb (6 g dietary ﬁbre, 38 g
sugar), 22 mg chol, 139 mg
sodium, 221 mg potassium.
% RDI: 7% calcium, 12% iron,
8% vit A, 13% vit C, 21% folate.

BLUEBERRY
LIME
SHORTBREAD
SQUARES

Blueberry
Lemonade

BLUEBERRY CORNMEAL
COBBLER
Hands-on time: 10 minutes
Total time: 45 minutes
Makes: 6 servings

This fruity dessert takes only minutes
to prepare, making it a lovely finish to a
weeknight meal. Cornmeal adds a bit of
crunch to the classic biscuit topping.
7 cups
fresh blueberries
⅓ cup
granulated sugar
1 tbsp
cornstarch
½ tsp
almond extract
Biscuit Topping:
1 cup
all-purpose ﬂour
⅓ cup
cornmeal
¼ cup
granulated sugar
1 tsp
each baking powder and
ground ginger
¼ tsp
baking soda
Pinch
salt
¼ cup
cold butter, cubed
¾ cup
buttermilk

Gently toss together blueberries, sugar,
cornstarch and almond extract; scrape
into 8-inch (2 L) square baking dish.
Biscuit Topping: In bowl, whisk together

flour, ¼ cup of the cornmeal, the sugar,
baking powder, ginger, baking soda and
salt. Using pastry blender or 2 knives,
cut in butter until mixture resembles
crumbs. Drizzle in buttermilk, stirring
with fork to form soft, sticky dough.
With spoon, drop 9 evenly spaced
mounds over blueberry mixture.
Sprinkle with remaining cornmeal.
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Hands-on time:
30 minutes
Total time: 1½ hours
Makes: 36 squares

A cookie-crumble
crust, rich blueberry
filling and buttery pecan topping make
this summery take on date squares
absolutely irresistible.
¾ cup
½ cup
1 tbsp
¼ tsp
2 cups

butter, softened
granulated sugar
grated lime zest
salt
all-purpose ﬂour

Blueberry Lime Filling:
½ cup
granulated sugar
3 tbsp
cornstarch
3 tbsp
lime juice
4 cups
fresh blueberries
Pecan Topping:
1 cup
chopped pecans
1 tbsp
butter, melted

In bowl, beat together butter,
sugar, lime zest and salt until fluffy;
stir in flour in 2 additions to form
coarse crumbs. Reserve 1 cup; press
remaining into parchment paper–
lined 8-inch (2 L) square cake pan.
Blueberry Lime Filling: Stir together
sugar, cornstarch and lime juice; toss
with blueberries to coat. With potato
masher, lightly crush berries just until
some liquid is released. Pour over crust.
Pecan Topping: Combine reserved crust

mixture, pecans and butter; sprinkle
over filling, pressing gently. Bake in
375°F (190°C) oven until filling is
bubbly and topping is golden brown,
about 1 hour. Let cool completely
before cutting into squares.
PER SQUARE: about 117 cal, 1 g pro, 7 g total fat
(3 g sat. fat), 14 g carb (1 g dietary ﬁbre, 7 g sugar),
11 mg chol, 46 mg sodium, 35 mg potassium. % RDI:
1% calcium, 4% iron, 4% vit A, 2% vit C, 5% folate.

BLUEBERRY LEMONADE
JUST 5 INGREDIENTS
Hands-on time: 25 minutes
Total time: 2½ hours
Makes: 6 servings

Amp up your lemonade game this
summer with the addition of sweet,
colourful blueberries. Turn the drink
into a party-worthy cocktail by adding
a splash of gin or vodka and a sprinkling
of chopped fresh mint.
2
6 cups
1 cup
4¼ cups
3 tbsp

lemons
fresh blueberries
granulated sugar
club soda or sparkling water
lemon juice

Using vegetable peeler, cut strips of
lemon rind from lemons, leaving white
pith behind.
In saucepan, bring lemon rind,
blueberries, sugar and 2 tbsp water
to boil; reduce heat and simmer for
15 minutes. Strain through fine-mesh
sieve into pitcher, pressing on solids
and scraping mixture against sieve with
a spoon. Place plastic wrap directly on
surface of liquid; refrigerate until
cooled, about 2 hours.
Gently stir club soda and lemon juice
into blueberry mixture. Serve over ice.
PER SERVING: about 207 cal, 1 g pro, 1 g total fat
(0 g sat. fat), 52 g carb (trace dietary ﬁbre, 48 g sugar),
0 mg chol, 38 mg sodium, 131 mg potassium. % RDI:
2% calcium, 4% iron, 1% vit A, 22% vit C, 3% folate.

BLUEBERRY CREAM
LAYER CAKE
Hands-on time: 30 minutes
Total time: 3¾ hours
Makes: 10 servings

Watch out, strawberry shortcake—this
sweet and tangy blueberry dessert might
just become the new go-to summer treat.
Double the blueberry mixture and use
the extra (which can be refrigerated for
up to 5 days) to top scones or brioche.
2¾ cups fresh blueberries
6 tbsp
icing sugar
1 tbsp
orange-ﬂavoured liqueur
(such as Grand Marnier)
1 tsp
grated orange zest
Cake:
⅔ cup
butter, softened
1 cup
granulated sugar
2
eggs
2 tsp
vanilla
2 cups and 4 tsp all-purpose ﬂour
2 tsp
baking powder
1⅓ cups milk
CANADIANLIVING.COM | AUGUST 2014

SPODE CAKE PLATE, THE SINGING LADY CONSIGNMENT EMPORIUM

Bake in 400°F (200°C)
oven until topping is
light golden and no
longer doughy, about
35 minutes. Serve warm.

Blueberry Cream
Layer Cake

Whipped Cream:
¾ cup
whipping cream (35%)
¼ cup
granulated sugar
1 tsp
vanilla

In small saucepan, cook 2¼ cups of the
blueberries, ¼ cup water and the icing
sugar over medium heat, stirring, until
blueberries start to break down, about
3 minutes. Stir in liqueur; cook, stirring
occasionally, until thickened, 18 to
20 minutes. Stir in orange zest; transfer
to bowl and set aside.
Cake: Meanwhile, in large bowl, beat

butter with granulated sugar until fluffy;
beat in eggs and vanilla. Whisk flour
with baking powder; stir into butter
mixture in 2 additions, alternating with
milk, until smooth. Scrape into greased
parchment paper–lined 8-inch (1.2 L)
round cake pan, smoothing top.
Bake in 350°F (180°C) oven until
toothpick inserted into centre comes out
clean, about 1 hour. Let cool in pan on
rack for 10 minutes. Remove from pan;
let cool completely on rack.
Whipped Cream: In bowl, whip cream

until thickened. Beat in sugar and
vanilla until stiff peaks begin to form
and sugar dissolves.
Cut cake horizontally to make 2 equal
layers. Place bottom layer, cut side up,
on cake plate. Spread half of the
blueberry mixture over top, leaving
1-inch (2.5 cm) border uncovered.
Top with half of the whipped cream
and the second cake layer, cut side
down. Spoon remaining blueberry
mixture and whipped cream over cake.

Sprinkle with remaining blueberries.
Serve immediately.
PER SERVING: about 436 cal, 6 g pro, 21 g total fat
(12 g sat. fat), 57 g carb (2 g dietary ﬁbre, 36 g sugar),
95 mg chol, 183 mg sodium, 135 mg potassium. % RDI:
8% calcium, 11% iron, 22% vit A, 5% vit C, 21% folate.

BLUEBERRY BARBECUE
FINISHING GLAZE
Hands-on time: 10 minutes
Total time: 40 minutes
Makes: about 3 cups

Take blueberries beyond dessert with
this savoury barbecue glaze. The
sweet-tart blend of berries and balsamic
vinegar perfectly complements pork or
chicken. Simply brush onto grilled meat
2 minutes before taking it off the grill.
2 tsp
2
1
3 cups
⅔ cup
⅓ cup
¼ cup

olive oil
cloves garlic, minced
small onion, ﬁnely chopped
fresh blueberries
ketchup
liquid honey
balsamic vinegar

In saucepan, heat oil over medium
heat; cook garlic, stirring, until fragrant,
about 1 minute. Add onion; cook,
stirring, until softened, about 6 minutes.
Stir in blueberries, ketchup, honey
and vinegar; bring to boil. Reduce heat,
cover and simmer until thickened and
blueberries have popped, about
30 minutes. Let cool slightly.
Pour half of the glaze into bowl; purée
with immersion blender. Stir back into
remaining glaze. (Make-ahead: Cover
and refrigerate for up to 5 days.)
PER ¼ CUP: about 77 cal, 1 g pro,
1 g total fat (trace sat. fat), 18 g carb
(1 g dietary ﬁbre, 16 g sugar), 0 mg chol,
151 mg sodium, 101 mg potassium.
% RDI: 1% calcium, 2% iron, 1% vit A,
7% vit C, 1% folate.

BLUEBERRY
CREAM POPS
KIDS LOVE THEM
Blueberry Barbecue
Finishing Glaze

Hands-on time: 15 minutes
Total time: 4¾ hours
Makes: 8 pops

Blueberries give these ice
pops natural sweetness,
while a touch of cream
adds decadence. Use pop
moulds if you have them,
but you can easily freeze
them in small disposable
cups or ice cube trays
with wooden pop sticks.
82

4 cups
½ cup
1 tbsp
½ cup
¼ cup

fresh blueberries
granulated sugar
lime juice
whipping cream (35%)
milk

In saucepan, bring blueberries, sugar,
lime juice and 1 tbsp water to boil.
Reduce heat to medium-low; simmer,
stirring and crushing blueberries
occasionally, until broken down and
pulpy, about 10 minutes. Strain through
fine-mesh sieve into bowl, pressing on
solids and scraping mixture against sieve
with a spoon; whisk in cream and milk.
Pour into moulds, leaving ¼-inch
(5 mm) headspace. Freeze for
30 minutes. Insert pop sticks into
centres; freeze until firm, about 4 hours.
PER POP: about 139 cal, 1 g pro, 6 g total fat (3 g sat.
fat), 22 g carb (0 g dietary ﬁbre, 20 g sugar), 20 mg chol,
10 mg sodium, 82 mg potassium. % RDI: 2% calcium,
1% iron, 6% vit A, 7% vit C, 1% folate.

BLUEBERRY SOUR CREAM PIE
RECIPE BOX ESSENTIAL
Hands-on time: 35 minutes
Total time: 2¾ hours
Makes: 8 to 10 servings

For a summer-fresh twist on Dutch
apple pie, swap the traditional filling
with a tangy custard made of sour cream
and seasonal blueberries. Plus, the
no-fuss streusel topping is much easier
to make than a classic rolled pastry.
1 cup
sour cream
1
egg
⅔ cup
granulated sugar
2 tbsp
all-purpose ﬂour
1 tsp
grated lemon zest
1 tsp
vanilla
Pinch
salt
3 cups
fresh blueberries
Pastry:
1¼ cups all-purpose ﬂour
1 tbsp
granulated sugar
¼ tsp
salt
½ cup
cold unsalted butter, cubed
¼ cup
ice water (approx)
Streusel Topping:
½ cup
all-purpose ﬂour
½ cup
packed brown sugar
¼ tsp
cinnamon
⅓ cup
cold unsalted butter, cubed
Pastry: In large bowl, whisk together
flour, sugar and salt. Using pastry
blender or 2 knives, cut in butter
until mixture resembles coarse
crumbs. Drizzle in ice water, tossing
with fork to form ragged dough
and adding up to 1 tsp more
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Blueberry
Cream Pops

ice water if needed. Shape into disc;
wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate
until chilled, about 1 hour. (Makeahead: Refrigerate for up to 3 days or
freeze in airtight container for up to
1 month.)
Let pastry stand at room temperature
for 5 minutes to soften slightly. On
lightly floured work surface, roll out
to 12-inch (30 cm) circle; fit into
9-inch (23 cm) pie plate. If necessary,
trim to fit, leaving 1-inch (2.5 cm)

overhang; fold under and flute edge.
Chill until firm, about 30 minutes.

until mixture resembles coarse crumbs.
Sprinkle evenly over pie.

In bowl, whisk together sour cream,
egg, sugar, flour, lemon zest, vanilla
and salt until smooth; stir in
blueberries. Scrape into pie shell.
Bake on bottom rack of 425°F
(220°C) oven for 15 minutes.

Bake on bottom rack of 350°F (180°C)
oven, covering crust with foil if
browning too quickly, until filling is
puffed and set but still jiggly, and pastry
is deep golden brown, about 40 minutes.

Streusel Topping: Meanwhile, in bowl,

whisk together flour, brown sugar and
cinnamon. Using fingers, rub in butter

PER EACH OF 10 SERVINGS: about 394 cal,
6 g pro, 20 g total fat (12 g sat. fat), 50 g carb (2 g dietary
ﬁbre, 30 g sugar), 67 mg chol, 86 mg sodium, 132 mg
potassium. % RDI: 5% calcium, 10% iron, 18% vit A,
5% vit C, 19% folate.

Blueberry Sour
Cream Pie
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Too good to resist.

QUICK & EASY

Great Grills
FIRE UP THE GRILL FOR THESE FIVE-INGREDIENT—OR
LESS—SUMMER MAINS (NOT COUNTING BASIC PANTRY
STAPLES). SIMPLE SIDES ROUND OUT THE MEALS, MAKING
DINNER A BREEZE. BY RHEANNA KISH & THE TEST KITCHEN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF COULSON
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SIDE

HEIRLOOM TOMATO SALAD

In bowl, whisk together 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive
oil, 1 tbsp sherry vinegar and a pinch each salt
and pepper. Add 450 g mini heirloom tomatoes,
halved or quartered; 1 rib celery (including the
leaves), thinly sliced; and ⅓ cup chopped fresh
parsley. Toss to coat.

FOOD STYLING, NOAH WITENOFF. PROP STYLING, SABRINA LINN. PROPS, CRATE & BARREL

TESTED
TILL
PERFECT

SPICY GARLIC CUMIN
FLANK STEAK
Hands-on time: 15 minutes
Total time: 30 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

A smoky and spicy marinade brings out the
best in lean flank steak. To make supper come
together even faster, marinate the steak up to
8 hours ahead—just don’t add the salt until
you’re ready to grill, as it will dry out the beef.
2
2 tsp
2 tsp
1 tsp
450 g

cloves garlic, pressed or grated
packed brown sugar
ground cumin
chipotle chili powder
beef marinating ﬂank steak

In bowl, stir together 1 tbsp vegetable oil with
garlic, brown sugar, cumin, chili powder, ½ tsp
salt and ¼ tsp pepper; rub all over steak. Let
stand for 15 minutes.

SIDE

CUCUMBER SALAD

In bowl, combine 1 English cucumber,
seeded and diced; ⅓ cup diced red onion;
¼ cup chopped fresh cilantro; 1 tbsp
vegetable oil; 1 tbsp white wine vinegar;
¼ tsp granulated sugar; and a pinch each
salt and pepper. Let stand for 10 minutes
before serving.

Place on greased grill over medium-high heat;
close lid and grill, turning once, until mediumrare, about 8 minutes. Let stand for 5 minutes.
Thinly slice against the grain before serving.
PER SERVING: about 207 cal, 24 g pro, 10 g total fat
(3 g sat. fat), 4 g carb (trace dietary ﬁbre, 2 g sugar),
48 mg chol, 337 mg sodium, 260 mg potassium. % RDI:
2% calcium, 20% iron, 2% vit A, 2% vit C, 2% folate.

GRILLED CURRIED
PORK MEATBALLS
Hands-on time: 20 minutes
Total time: 20 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

Meatballs cooked on the grill make for a fun,
inexpensive summer dinner. Serve with a
cucumber salad (recipe, above), grilled naan
and a dollop of Balkan-style plain yogurt for an
Indian twist on Greek souvlaki.
450 g
⅓ cup
2 tbsp
2 tbsp

lean ground pork
chopped fresh cilantro
mild curry paste
Balkan-style plain yogurt
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PER SERVING: about 237 cal, 22 g pro, 16 g total fat
(5 g sat. fat), 2 g carb (1 g dietary ﬁbre, 1 g sugar),
66 mg chol, 422 mg sodium, 327 mg potassium. % RDI:
2% calcium, 8% iron, 2% vit A, 2% vit C, 3% folate.

d Cu

Place on greased grill over medium-high
heat; close lid and grill, turning often, until
instant-read thermometer inserted into centre
of meatballs registers 160°F (71°C), 10 to
12 minutes.

G ri l l e

In large bowl, stir together pork, cilantro,
curry paste, yogurt and ¼ tsp salt; shape into
16 meatballs. Thread meatballs onto 8 metal or
soaked wooden skewers, allotting 2 per skewer.
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COWBOY RIB EYES
Hands-on time: 15 minutes
Total time: 30 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

Fine-ground coffee in the spice rub
adds richness and depth to these tender
rib eyes. For best results, choose thick
steaks (about 1 inch/2.5 cm) with the
most marbling and the brightest
red colouring.

SIDE

2 tsp
1 tsp
1 tsp
2

ORANGE QUINOA SALAD

In large bowl, whisk together ¼ cup extra-virgin
olive oil, 1 tbsp lemon juice, 1 tbsp white wine
vinegar and a pinch each salt and pepper. Stir in
3 cups cooled cooked quinoa; 3 cups lightly
packed baby arugula; 2 oranges, peeled and
segmented; and 1 green onion, thinly sliced.
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packed brown sugar
each paprika and chili powder
ﬁne-ground coffee beans
rib eye grilling steaks (about
450 g total), cut in 4 portions

In bowl, stir together brown sugar,
paprika, chili powder, coffee, ½ tsp salt
and ¼ tsp pepper; rub all over steaks.
Let stand for 15 minutes.
Place on greased grill over medium-high
heat; close lid and grill, turning once,
until medium-rare, 8 to 10 minutes.
Let stand for 5 minutes before serving.
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PER SERVING: about 375 cal, 43 g pro, 20 g total
fat (8 g sat. fat), 3 g carb (1 g dietary ﬁbre, 2 g sugar),
100 mg chol, 372 mg sodium, 510 mg potassium. % RDI:
2% calcium, 39% iron, 5% vit A, 2% vit C, 5% folate.
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FIG BALSAMIC–GLAZED
CHICKEN THIGHS

ala
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Hands-on time: 20 minutes
Total time: 20 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

A sweet glaze makes grilled chicken
shine—literally! Be sure to use skinless
thighs, which cook faster, or the glaze
will burn before the chicken is done.
¼ cup
2 tbsp
1 tbsp
1.3 kg

ﬁg spread (jam)
balsamic vinegar
grainy mustard
bone-in chicken thighs, skin
removed (about 8 pieces)

In bowl, whisk together fig spread,
vinegar, mustard and ¼ tsp each salt
and pepper until smooth. Toss half of
the mixture with chicken to coat.
Place chicken on greased grill over
medium-high heat; close lid and
grill, turning once and brushing with
remaining fig mixture, until juices run
clear when chicken is pierced, 12 to
15 minutes.
PER SERVING: about 384 cal, 46 g pro, 13 g total fat
(4 g sat. fat), 16 g carb (2 g dietary ﬁbre, 10 g sugar),
173 mg chol, 356 mg sodium, 450 mg potassium.
% RDI: 3% calcium, 19% iron, 4% vit A, 7% folate.

TO
PASSPORT

SUMMER

r
#CLsumme
FO O D

Share and WIN!
Make any of the recipes
in this issue and send us
a photo at canadian
living.com/CLsummer, or
on Twitter or Instagram
using the hashtag
#CLsummer, to enter
for your chance to win
a Weber Genesis E-330
barbecue valued at
$1,150.

C o w b oy

SIDE

R ib Eyes + BBQ Veggie Packets

BBQ VEGGIE PACKETS

In bowl, toss together 225 g green beans, trimmed;
half a sweet red pepper, sliced; half an onion, sliced; 4
sprigs fresh thyme; 2 cloves garlic, thinly sliced; 1 tbsp
extra-virgin olive oil; and a pinch each salt and pepper.
Arrange on a large piece of heavy-duty foil. Leaving
room for air circulation, seal tightly and place on grill
over medium-high heat; close lid and grill, turning once,
until beans are tender-crisp, about 20 minutes.
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SIDE COLESLAW WITH
BLUE CHEESE DRESSING
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GRILLED BUFFALO
CHICKEN
Hands-on time: 20 minutes
Total time: 1 hour
Makes: 4 servings

A hot, buttery sauce delivers all the
sticky satisfaction of buffalo wings,
but using whole chicken breasts
means there’s no need for wet wipes.
⅓ cup
1 tsp
½ tsp

cayenne pepper sauce, such
as Frank’s RedHot Original
Worcestershire sauce
onion powder

600 g

boneless skinless chicken
breasts (about 4 small pieces)

In small saucepan, bring cayenne
pepper sauce, 2 tbsp butter,
Worcestershire sauce and onion
powder to boil. Remove from heat;
let cool to room temperature.
Toss chicken with ¼ cup of the
sauce; let stand for 10 minutes.
Sprinkle with a pinch of salt.
Place on greased grill over mediumhigh heat; close lid and grill, turning

In large bowl, whisk together
¼ cup light mayonnaise, 2 tbsp
sour cream, 4 tsp white wine
vinegar, 1 tsp granulated sugar
and ¼ tsp each salt and pepper;
stir in ¼ cup crumbled blue
cheese. Add 4 cups shredded
cabbage, 1 cup thinly sliced celery
and 1 cup grated carrot; toss to
coat. Refrigerate for 20 minutes
before serving.
once, for 6 minutes. Brush with
remaining sauce; close lid and grill,
turning once, until no longer pink
inside, about 4 minutes.
PER SERVING: about 221 cal, 34 g pro,
8 g total fat (4 g sat. fat), 1 g carb (trace dietary
ﬁbre, trace sugar), 104 mg chol, 838 mg sodium,
434 mg potassium. % RDI: 1% calcium, 5% iron,
9% vit A, 2% folate.

Get the taste that’s genuine and real.
The NEW refreshing taste of Canada Dry* Diet Ginger Ale.

Refreshingly Real
Canada Dry is proud to provide ﬁnancial support for the Sarah McLachlan School of Music. *Trademark of Canada Dry Mott’s Inc.

4

MISO SALMON
Hands-on time: 15 minutes
Total time: 25 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

Miso paste brings a heady hit of umami to
any dish; combined with the rich flavour of
salmon, it’ll hit dinner out of the park. Use a
wide spatula to release the delicate fish from
the grill and a pair of tongs to gently turn it.
2 tsp
2 tsp
2 tsp
1½ tsp
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miso paste
grated fresh ginger
rice vinegar
granulated sugar

Noo

dle Sa

centre-cut skinless salmon
ﬁllets (about 680 g total)

In bowl, whisk together miso paste, ginger,
vinegar and sugar until smooth; rub over
tops of salmon. Let stand for 10 minutes.
Place on greased grill over medium-high
heat; close lid and grill, turning once, until
fish flakes easily when tested with a fork,
about 8 minutes.
PER SERVING: about 287 cal, 30 g pro, 17 g total fat
(3 g sat. fat), 3 g carb (trace dietary ﬁbre, 2 g sugar),
84 mg chol, 188 mg sodium, 524 mg potassium. % RDI:
2% calcium, 4% iron, 2% vit A, 8% vit C, 21% folate.

lad

SIDE

COLD SOBA NOODLE SALAD

Cook 225 g soba noodles according to package
directions. Drain and rinse under cold water; drain again.
In large bowl, whisk together 3 tbsp sesame oil, 1 tbsp
rice vinegar, 1 tbsp sodium-reduced soy sauce, 2 tsp
vegetable oil and a pinch each salt and pepper. Add soba
noodles; 1 cup thinly sliced sweet red pepper; and
3 green onions, thinly sliced. Toss to coat.

92
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Elevate your desserts with
a scoop of creamy, velvety
Canadian Mascarpone.

Tasteful Tip

Mini-tiramisu with
Cranberry and Orange

Choco-Mascarpone Pie:

Mascarpone Trufﬂes

Discover these recipes and more at allyouneedischeese.ca/recipes

ITALIAN-STYLE

RIPE, JUICY TOMATOES
BRING HOME THE SIMPLE,
SUCCULENT TASTES OF
THE MEDITERRANEAN.
BY ANDREW CHASE & THE TEST KITCHEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF COULSON



TESTED
TILL
PERFECT

FOOD STYLING, NICOLE YOUNG. PROP STYLING, SABRINA LINN

PENNE WITH SHRIMP IN
TOMATO AND MINT SAUCE
Hands-on time: 30 minutes
Total time: 30 minutes
Makes: 4 to 6 servings

3 tbsp
4
½ tsp
¼ tsp
450 g

A delicate sauce made with fresh
tomatoes, olive oil, lemon and fragrant
herbs lightly coats tender shrimp and
penne in this perfect summer meal.

¼ cup
½ tsp
1 cup

675 g
450 g

2 tbsp
4 tsp

tomatoes
penne
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olive oil
cloves garlic, minced
fennel seeds
hot pepper ﬂakes
frozen medium shrimp, thawed,
peeled and deveined
chopped fresh parsley
salt
loosely packed fresh mint leaves,
chopped
drained capers
lemon juice

Score an X in bottom of each tomato.
Blanch in boiling water until skins start
to loosen, about 15 seconds; drain and
let cool. Peel off skins. Cut each in half
crosswise; seed and slice into thin strips.
In large pot of boiling salted water, cook
pasta according to package directions
until al dente. Reserving some of the
cooking liquid, drain.
Meanwhile, in skillet, heat oil over
medium-high heat; sauté garlic, fennel
97

Stilton- and WalnutStuffed Tomato Salad

HOW-TO
VIDEO

Visit canadianliving.com/
seedtomato

Fresh Tomato Pizza
With Basil-Garlic
Sauce

STILTON- AND WALNUTSTUFFED TOMATO SALAD
Hands-on time: 30 minutes
Total time: 30 minutes
Makes: 4 servings

Serve this salad with crusty Italian
bread for lunch or as a refreshing
first course before a light supper.
The tangy anchovy dressing is a
must for your recipe box!
4

seeds and hot pepper flakes until
fragrant, about 30 seconds. Stir
in shrimp; sauté until pink, 2 to
3 minutes. Add parsley and salt;
sauté until parsley begins to wilt,
about 30 seconds.
Stir in tomatoes; sauté just until
softened, about 2 minutes. Add
mint, capers and lemon juice; sauté
for 30 seconds. Stir in some of the
reserved cooking liquid to thin out
sauce as needed. Serve over pasta.
PER EACH OF 6 SERVINGS: about 434 cal,
26 g pro, 10 g total fat (1 g sat. fat), 60 g carb
(5 g dietary ﬁbre, 2 g sugar), 115 mg chol, 594 mg
sodium, 325 mg potassium. % RDI: 7% calcium,
41% iron, 11% vit A, 15% vit C, 78% folate.

CHANGE IT UP

GUTTER CREDITS...

PENNE WITH CALAMARI
IN TOMATO AND MINT
SAUCE
Substitute shrimp with cleaned
squid. Cut tentacles into 2 pieces;
slice tubes into thin rings. Sauté
until opaque, about 2 minutes.
Continue with recipe.
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beefsteak tomatoes or other
large tomatoes
½ cup
walnut halves, toasted
and chopped
½ cup
diced celery
½ cup
diced Cubanelle pepper or
sweet green pepper
3 cups
torn iceberg lettuce
3 cups
arugula
2 cups
torn radicchio
55 g
Stilton cheese (or other blue
cheese), crumbled
Anchovy Dressing:
2
anchovy ﬁllets, minced
1
small clove garlic, pressed
or minced
3 tbsp
extra-virgin olive oil
2 tbsp
minced red onion
2 tbsp
balsamic vinegar
2 tsp
red wine vinegar
Pinch
each salt and pepper
Anchovy Dressing: Whisk together

anchovies, garlic, oil, onion,
balsamic vinegar, red wine vinegar,
salt and pepper; set aside.
Cut tops off tomatoes. Scoop
out flesh and seeds; chop flesh,
discarding seeds and liquid. Set
tomato shells aside.
In bowl, toss together chopped
tomato flesh, walnuts, celery,
Cubanelle pepper and 3 tbsp of
the dressing.
In separate bowl, toss together
lettuce, arugula, radicchio and
remaining dressing; arrange on
4 salad plates. Place 1 tomato shell
in centre of each plate; spoon
walnut mixture into shells. Sprinkle
with cheese.
PER SERVING: about 297 cal, 9 g pro, 24 g
total fat (6 g sat. fat), 15 g carb (5 g dietary ﬁbre,
9 g sugar), 17 mg chol, 242 mg sodium, 802 mg
potassium. % RDI: 12% calcium, 13% iron, 30%
vit A, 75% vit C, 50% folate.

FRESH TOMATO PIZZA
WITH BASIL-GARLIC
SAUCE
Hands-on time: 20 minutes
Total time: 1¾ hours
Makes: 8 to 10 slices

This seasonal pizza combines
a heavenly trio of fresh ripe
tomatoes, sweet and peppery basil
and piquant garlic for authentic
Italian flavour.
675 g
½ tsp
1 cup
¼ cup
3
Pinch
Pinch
¼ cup
1
198 g

tomatoes, cut in scant
½-inch (1 cm) thick rounds
salt
packed fresh basil leaves
extra-virgin olive oil
cloves garlic, smashed
pepper
hot pepper ﬂakes (optional)
grated Parmesan cheese
prepared pizza dough
(670 to 750 g)
fresh mozzarella cheese,
drained and sliced

In colander over bowl, layer
tomatoes; sprinkle with ¼ tsp of
the salt. Let stand for 1 hour. With
palms of hands, press out excess
liquid; set tomatoes aside.
Meanwhile, in food processor,
purée basil, oil, garlic, pepper,
hot pepper flakes (if using)
and remaining salt. Stir in
Parmesan cheese.
On lightly floured work surface,
shape dough into 14-inch (35 cm)
round by pressing with fingertips
and pulling at edge to stretch; allow
dough to relax between stretches.
Spread basil sauce over surface; top
with tomatoes.
Bake on parchment paper–lined
pizza pan in bottom third of 450°F
(230°C) oven until bottom of crust
is golden, 15 to 17 minutes. Top
with mozzarella cheese; bake until
melted, about 3 minutes.
PER EACH OF 10 SLICES: about 300 cal,
10 g pro, 15 g total fat (5 g sat. fat), 32 g carb
(2 g dietary ﬁbre, 4 g sugar), 18 mg chol, 430 mg
sodium, 148 mg potassium. % RDI: 19% calcium,
15% iron, 6% vit A, 5% vit C, 29% folate.

99

3 tbsp
3 tbsp

Hands-on time: 15 minutes
Total time: 30 minutes
Makes: 4 to 6 servings

⅓ cup
450 g

olive oil
ﬁnely diced pancetta or
prosciutto (optional)
grated Parmesan cheese
tomatoes, thinly sliced

A blend of red, yellow and orange
tomatoes makes for an eye-catching
presentation, but feel free to use
whichever variety you can find. Pair with
garlic bread, a green salad and a crisp
white wine for an elegant supper.

Chop white and light green parts of
onions; thinly slice enough of the dark
green parts to make 2 tbsp; set aside.

1
8
½ tsp
Pinch

In large ovenproof skillet, heat oil over
medium heat; cook white and light green
parts of onions, and pancetta (if using),
stirring, until onions are softened, about
2 minutes.

100

bunch green onions
eggs
salt
pepper

With fork, whisk together eggs, salt,
pepper and 2 tbsp water.

Pour in egg mixture; cook, running
spatula along edge to let egg mixture
flow underneath, until about one-third
of the mixture is still liquid. Sprinkle
evenly with cheese. Overlap tomatoes
on top.
Bake in top third of 425°F (220°C)
oven until set and light golden, about
12 minutes. Sprinkle with dark green
parts of onions.
PER EACH OF 6 SERVINGS: about 193 cal,
11 g pro, 15 g total fat (4 g sat. fat), 5 g carb (1 g dietary
ﬁbre, 3 g sugar), 251 mg chol, 350 mg sodium, 313 mg
potassium. % RDI: 10% calcium, 9% iron, 17% vit A,
18% vit C, 22% folate.
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GUTTER CREDITS...

TOMATO AND GREEN
ONION FRITTATA

GRILLED VEGETABLE
ANTIPASTO WITH FRESH
TOMATO RELISH
Hands-on time: 35 minutes
Total time: 35 minutes
Makes: 6 servings

Traditionally served before an Italian
meal, an antipasto platter is a stunning
(and easy) way to showcase seasonal
vegetables. A quick tomato relish,
accented with tart vinegar, adds contrast
when served over top. This recipe also
makes a healthful side dish for grilled
poultry and steak.
2
1
¾ tsp
3
2

small eggplants, cut in ½-inch
(1 cm) thick rounds
bulb fennel, cut lengthwise in
½-inch (1 cm) thick slices
salt
portobello mushrooms, trimmed
and quartered
small zucchini, cut in ½-inch
(1 cm) thick rounds

1

each sweet green pepper
and sweet red pepper, cut
in large pieces
3 tbsp
olive oil
Fresh Tomato Relish:
3 cups
diced fresh tomatoes
¼ cup
minced red onion
¼ cup
ﬁnely chopped fresh ﬂatleaf
parsley
3 tbsp
minced cornichons or dill pickles
3 tbsp
extra-virgin olive oil
4 tsp
red wine vinegar
1 tbsp
drained capers, chopped
2
cloves garlic, minced
½ tsp
dried oregano
¼ tsp
hot pepper ﬂakes
Pinch
each salt, pepper and
granulated sugar
Fresh Tomato Relish: In bowl, mix
together tomatoes, onion, parsley,
cornichons, oil, vinegar, capers, garlic,
oregano, hot pepper flakes, salt, pepper
and sugar; set aside.

Sprinkle eggplants and fennel with ½ tsp
of the salt; let stand for 30 minutes. With
palms of hands, press out excess liquid.
In large bowl, toss together mushrooms,
zucchini, green pepper, red pepper and
remaining salt. Add eggplants, fennel
and oil; toss to lightly coat.
Place vegetables on greased grill
over medium-high heat; close lid and
grill, turning once, until tender, about
6 minutes for mushrooms, 10 to
12 minutes for fennel and zucchini,
and 14 to 16 minutes for eggplants
and peppers.
Arrange on platter; top with some of
the relish. Serve remaining relish on
the side.
PER SERVING: about 202 cal, 4 g pro, 14 g total fat
(2 g sat. fat), 19 g carb (6 g dietary ﬁbre, 7 g sugar),
0 mg chol, 319 mg sodium, 754 mg potassium. % RDI:
4% calcium, 11% iron, 23% vit A, 113% vit C, 24% folate.

RECIPE INDEX
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APPETIZERS, DIPS & SPREADS

POULTRY

Fresh Tomato Relish [ V] [D] [G ] [N] 101
Grilled Vegetable Antipasto With Fresh
Tomato Relish [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
101
Whipped Cream [ V] [G ] [N]
82

Fig Balsamic–Glazed
Chicken Thighs [D] [G ] [N]
Grilled Buffalo Chicken [D] [N]

BEEF & PORK

Cold Soba Noodle Salad [ V] [D] [N] 92
Coleslaw With Blue Cheese
Dressing [ V] [N]
90
Cucumber Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
87
Grilled Vegetable Antipasto With Fresh
Tomato Relish [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
101
Heirloom Tomato
Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
86
Orange Quinoa Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N] 88
Stilton- and Walnut-Stuffed
Tomato Salad [G ]
99

88
90

SALADS
Cowboy Rib Eyes [D] [G ] [N]
88
Grilled Curried Pork Meatballs [G ] [N] 87
Spicy Garlic Cumin Flank
Steak [D] [G ] [N]
87

BEVERAGE S
Blueberry Lemonade [ V] [D] [G ] [N] 80

DE SSERTS
Blueberry Cornmeal Cobbler [ V]
80
Blueberry Cream Layer Cake [ V] [N] 80
Blueberry Cream Pops [ V] [G ] [N]
82
Blueberry Lime Shortbread
Squares [ V]
80
Blueberry Sour Cream Pie [ V] [N]
82
No-Bake Mini Cheesecake
Blossoms [ V] [N]
106
The Ultimate Peach Pie [ V] [N]
75

DRE SSINGS & SAUCE S
Anchovy Dressing [D] [G ] [N]
Blueberry Barbecue
Finishing Glaze [ V] [D] [G ] [N]

99
82

FISH & SEAFOOD
Miso Salmon [D] [N]
Penne With Calamari in Tomato
and Mint Sauce [D] [G ] [N]
Penne With Shrimp in Tomato
and Mint Sauce [D] [G ] [N]

92
99
97

102

[ V] = Vegetarian
[D] = Dairy-Free
[G ] = Gluten-Free
[N] = Nut-Free

GRAINS, RICE & PASTA
Cold Soba Noodle Salad [ V] [D] [N]
Orange Quinoa Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
Penne With Calamari in Tomato
and Mint Sauce [D] [G ] [N]
Penne With Shrimp in Tomato
and Mint Sauce [D] [G ] [N]

VEGETABLE S
BBQ Veggie Packets [ V] [D] [G ] [N] 89
Coleslaw With Blue Cheese
Dressing [ V] [N]
90
Cucumber Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
87
Fresh Tomato Pizza With
Basil-Garlic Sauce [ V] [N]
99
Grilled Vegetable Antipasto With Fresh
Tomato Relish [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
101
Heirloom Tomato
Salad [ V] [D] [G ] [N]
86
Stilton- and Walnut-Stuffed
Tomato Salad [G ]
99
Tomato and Green Onion
Frittata [G ] [N]
100

92
88

> GO ONLINE: To find out more about
99

our recipes’ nutritional information, go
to canadianliving.com/nutritioninfo.

97
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GUTTER CREDITS...

PROTECTIVE WRAPPER
We sometimes mail your issue in a protective
wrapper. If you prefer to receive your copy of the
magazine without a wrapper, please write to us at
our mailing address.

CANADIAN LIVING PROMOTION

WIN A SELECTION OF
CHAPMAN’S ICE CREAM
MERCHANDISE
Included is our limited edition
Chapman’s Kids Dolls, product
coupons, and much more!
Chapman’s Ice Cream –
made by Canadians for all of us
Canadians! For more information
about Chapman’s products,
visit chapmans.ca.

$100 RETAIL VALUE

Win it ALL!
ENTER AND YOU COULD WIN ALL OF THESE GREAT GIFTS.

BIO-OIL SKIN CARE
Bio-Oil skin care is
Canada’s number-oneselling product for scars
and stretch marks. Bio-Oil
is non-greasy, absorbs
rapidly and is an effective
remedy for uneven skin
tone and dehydrated skin.

$75

RETAIL VALUE

NEUTROGENA®
HEALTHY SKIN® CC

SIMPLY BECAUSE
IT WORKS

CC CREAMS provide all-inone skin perfecting beneﬁts
for naturally beautiful skin.
This tinted lightweight nongreasy moisturizer contains
ESSENTIAL SOY® extract
to brighten skin and minimize
the look of freckles and dark
spots, while SPF 30 protects
against sunburn.

Made from non-GMO
soy, yogurt and honey
in a unique fermentation
process. Almased® does
not contain gluten, artiﬁcial
ﬁllers, ﬂavours, added sugars
or preservatives. Almased®
nourishes the body as it
stimulates healthy, longterm weight loss.

$75 RETAIL VALUE

$110 RETAIL VALUE

WIN A GIFT CARD FOR
WELLNESS NATURAL PET FOOD
Wellness® Natural Pet Food is made with high-quality
proteins, plus super nutrients such as antioxidants,
Omega 6 and 3 fatty acids, prebiotics & probiotics.
Available for all life stages and many dietary needs.
Visit wellnesspetfood.com/checkyourbag.

$75 RETAIL VALUE
FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO WIN, GO TO CANADIANLIVING.COM/CONTESTS
PRIZES MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN

canadianliving.com/books

BEHIND THE SCENES
FROM OUR PARTNER

Cleaning
behind
the scenes
with Lysol®
TIP

We pushed the
cookies all the
way to
the bottom so
that the creamy
ﬁlling
above was a sm
ooth, consisten
t layer.

IT C H E N
G T E ST K minutes
IN
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L
N
w
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ke only a fe
t
IN S IDE T H mini cheesecakes ta e no baking—perfec
y
ir
u
m
q
a
re
re
c
y
r
e
th
Ou
. Best of all,
to prepare mmer day!
for a hot su

1

#

for
WIPE AWAY: When a recipe calls

you’ll
ingredients like crushed crackers,
hand to
want Lysol Power & Free Wipes on
while at
instantly wipe away stray crumbs
ter without
the same time cleaning your coun
in bleach.
any of the harsh chemicals found

TIP

2

#
We used ﬂo
wer-shaped
slices of kiw
to top our m
i
ini cheeseca
kes because
of their ﬂora
l look!
we transformed
Things got messy when
and that meant
fruit pieces into ﬂowers,
Test Kitchen!
The
in
up
lots of washing

SPOTLESS KITCHEN: Whipping
up a
delicious dessert can also mean whip
ping up
a mess. Now it’s time to whip out
Lysol Power
& Free Multi-Purpose Cleaner and
unleash its
thousands of micro-bubbles to powe
rfully
clean surfaces. Its hydrogen perox
ide formula
doesn’t leave behind any harsh chem
ical
residue—just a spotless kitchen.

TIP

3

#

PHOTOGRAPHY, RYAN BROOK

Turn the
page to
see what we
created!
“We wanted the perfect texture for
these cool treats. It took a few tries, but
the addition of a little gelatin resulted
in a soft yet firm set that was just
right.” — LEAH KUHNE
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ed raw
NO-TOUCH: Whether you’ve touch

need to
egg or just sticky fruit topping, you
g germy
wash your hands without transferrin ®
Lysol
goo to your soap pump. With the
acterial
No-Touch Hand Soap System, antib
when it
soap is automatically dispensed
nate the
senses your hands, helping to elimi
s.
germ
spread of

*Follow directions for use and avoid contact
with eyes, skin and clothing.

For more information visit

www.lysol.ca
105

MAKE IT, SHARE IT

Blossom Bites
NESTLED BENEATH LAYERS OF SWEET
FRUIT AND FLUFFY CHEESECAKE HIDES A
DELECTABLE CHOCOLATE COOKIE CRUMBLE.

MAKE
IT!

106

Get the recipe at
canadianliving.com/
makeitshareit.

SHARE
IT!

Share pics of your No-Bake Mini Cheesecake
Blossoms with @canadianliving on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram with the hashtag #CLIMadeIt.
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PHOTOGRAPHY, JEFF COULSON. FOOD STYLING, DAVID GRENIER.

BY LEAH KUHNE & THE TEST KITCHEN

“

Gain fan Natasha says:

Never had a ﬂing in my life…
but with these ﬂings I will be
ﬂinging more often.

”

Gain flings detergent has 50%* more amazing
scent and is available in stores now. Tell us why they’re
#MusicToYourNose at ilovegain.com/flings

Like any household detergent, keep away from children.
*vs Gain liquid. ©2014 P&G.

